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A Shot Story
From Juvie to Ph.D.
DAVID BORKOWSKI

288 pages
978-0-8232-6599-2 • Cloth • $27.95 (1A), £17.99
Simultaneous electronic edition available
Empire State Editions
AUGUST
URBAN STUDIES | AMERICAN STUDIES |
BIOGRAPHY

“An important contribution to the understanding ofworking-class life in the late
twentieth century in theUnited States.”

—RAY MAZUREK, Penn State State University

The botched robbery didn’t do it. Neither did the three gunshots. It wasn’t until he
flatlined twice andwas administered last rites that David Borkowski finally realized
hewas about to die, a thug at age fifteen.AShot Story: FromJuvie to Ph.D. is a riveting
account of how a bullet to his lungs saved his life and helped a juvenile delinquent
turn his life around to become an esteemedEnglish professor.

Growing up in aworking-class section of Staten Island, David and his friends
thought they had all the answers: They knewwhere to hang outwithout being
hassled, where to get high, andwhat to do if the cops showed up. ButwhenDavid and
his friend called in a pizza order so they could rob the deliveryman, things didn’t turn
out as they’d planned. Staring down the barrel of a gun, David and his friend panicked
and took off as the cop fired. Convinced theywere shooting harmless “salt” bullets,
David darted through front lawns as the cops gave chase. It wasn’t until much later,
whenDavidwas bleeding to death, that the cops realized they had hit one of their
own—the son of a fellow cop.

Borderline illiterate at the time of the shooting, David took his future into his
own hands and found salvation in books. But his attempts to improve his life were
stymied by lack of familial support. Bound on all sides by adults who had no faith in
his ability to learn or to succeed, David persevered and earned his Ph.D., even as his
mother reminded him that it wasn’t too late to take theNewYork City Sanitation
Department test.

Funny and poignant, but always honest and reflective,AShot Story tracks David
Borkowski’s life before and after the “accident” and tells how his having been a rather
unremarkable student early onmay have been a blessing in disguise. Awonderful
addition to theworking-class narrative genre,AShot Story presents a gripping
account of the silences of working-class culture aswell as themale subculture of
Staten Island. Through his heartfeltmemoir, Borkowski explores the universal
lesson of turning awrong into a rite of passage.
DAVID BORKOWSKI is Assistant Professor of English atWilliamPaterson
University.
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The Ville
Cops and Kids in Urban America,
Updated Edition
GREG DONALDSON
with anewepilogue by the author
foreword byMARK D. NAISON

416 pages, 16 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-6567-1, Paper, $29.95 (01), £19.99
Simultaneous electronic edition available
Empire State Editions
JULY
URBAN STUDIES | AMERICAN STUDIES |
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES

“TheVille is an ambitious, densely packed, atmospheric book. . . . [It] brings to
life the smells, the feelings, the language of Brownsville–EastNewYork and the
peoplewho form itsworld.”

—THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW , on the first edition

“At considerable risk [Donaldson] has given ourwounded society a book that is
smart, noble and potentially restorative. Read it.Weneed to.”

—THE LOS ANGELES TIMES BOOK REVIEW , on the first edition

In Brownsville’s twenty-one housing projects, the young cops and the teenagerswho
stand solemnly on the street corners are bitter and familiar enemies. The Ville, as
the Brownsville–East NewYork section of Brooklyn is called by the locals, is one of
themost dangerous places on earth—a placewhere homicide is a daily occurence.
Now, Greg Donaldson, a veteran urban reporter and a longtime teacher in Brooklyn’s
toughest schools, evokes this landscapewith stunning and frightening accuracy.

TheVille follows a year in the life of two urban blackmales from opposite sides
of the street. Gary Lemite, an enthusiastic youngHousing police officer, charges
recklessly into gunfire in pursuit of respect and promotion. SharronCorley, a
member of a gang called the LoLifes and the star of the Thomas JeffersonHigh
School play, is also looking for respect as he tries to survive these streets.

Brilliantly capturing the firestorm of violence that is destroying a generation,
waged by teenagerswho know at thirty yards the difference between aMAC-10
machine pistol and a .357Magnum,TheVille is the story of our inner cities and the
lives of the youngmenwho remain trapped there. In the tradition ofThere AreNo
ChildrenHere,Clockers, andRandomFamily,TheVille is a vivid and unforgettable
contribution to our understanding of race and violence in America today.
Associate ProfessorGREG DONALDSON is a writer, actor and teacher. He has
written for several newspapers includingTheNewYork Times andNewsday. His
articles on gangs, crime, police and popular culture have appeared inmanymajor
magazines includingRolling Stone,Esquire,Playboy,Men’sHealth, Sports Illustrated
andNewYorkMagazine. His latest book is Zebratown: The True Story of a Black
Ex-Con and aWhite SingleMother in Small-TownAmerica.
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Gay Fathers,
Their Children,
and the Making
of Kinship
AARON GOODFELLOW

240 pages
978-0-8232-6604-3 • Paper • $29.95 (1A), £19.99
978-0-8232-6603-6 • Cloth • $99.00 (06), £65.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
JUNE
GAY AND LESBIAN STUDIES | ANTHROPOLOGY

“GayFathers, Their Children, and theMaking of Kinship is beautifullywritten,
meticulously argued, and painstakingly theorized. Goodfellow demonstrates
amastery of awide range of theoretical literature, bringing anthropology into
conversationwith philosophy and invigorating very longstanding debates in
anthropologywith new insight. This is themost innovative book on kinship since
Schneider’s AmericanKinship.”

—SAMEENA MULLA, Marquette University

While the topic of gaymarriage and families continues to be popular in themedia,
few scholarly works focus on gaymenwith children. Based on ten years of fieldwork
among gay families living in the rural, suburban, and urban area of the easternUnited
States,GayFathers, Their Children, and theMaking of Kinship presents a beautifully
written andmeticulously argued ethnography of gaymen and the families they have
formed.

In a culture that places a premiumon biology as the founding event of paternity,
AaronGoodfellow poses the question: Can the signing of legal contracts and the
public performances of care replace biological birth as the singular eventmarking
the creation of fathers? Beginningwith a comprehensive review of the relevant
literature in this field, four chapters—each presenting a particular picture of
paternity—explore a range of issues, such as interracial adoption, surrogacy, the
importance of physical resemblance in familial relationships, single parenthood,
delinquency, and theways inwhich the statemay come to define the norms of health.
The author deftly illustrates how fatherhood for gaymen draws on established
biological, theological, and legal images of the family often thought oppressive to the
emergence of queer forms of social life.

Chosenwith care and describedwith great sensitivity, each carefully researched
case examines gay fatherhood through life narratives. Painstakingly theorized,Gay
Fathers, Their Children, and theMaking of Kinship contends that gay families are
one of themost important areas towhich social scientistsmight turn in order to
understand how law, popular culture, and biology are simultaneouslymademanifest
and interrogated in everyday life. By focusing specifically on gay fathers, Goodfellow
produces an anthropological account of how paternity, sexuality, andmasculinity are
leveraged in relations of care between gay fathers and their children.
AARON GOODFELLOW is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Anthropology
at JohnsHopkinsUniversity. His work spans a range of topics across anthropology,
including kinship, masculinity, sexuality, queer theory, social suffering, medicine,
and pharmaceuticals. He is currently working on themedical administration of
sexuality, HIV prevention, and chemical dependency. His work has been supported
by the Social Science Research Council, theNational Institutes of Health, and the
Association of Teachers of PreventiveMedicine.

academic trade
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What Fanon
Said
A Philosophical Introduction to
His Life and Thought
LEWIS R. GORDON
foreword by SONIA DAYAN-HERZBRUN
afterword by DRUCILLA CORNELL

208 pages • 9 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-6609-8 • Paper • $22.00 (01), £13.99
978-0-8232-6608-1 • Cloth • $75.00 (06), £49.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
Just Ideas
APRIL
POLITICAL THEORY | PHILOSOPHY | AFRICANA STUDIES

“Gordon allows us to readFanon in newand differentways, contextualizing his
thought in awide arc of knowledge—fromSt. Augustine and traditional Akan
philosophy to contemporaries such asDeBeauvoir, Sartre, and Senghor, tomore
recent continental philosophers. Along theway, Gordon incorporates relevant
debates from contemporary theoreticalmovements such as critical race theory.
What Fanon Said is a provocative and illuminating study.”

—ABDUL R. JANMOHAMED, University of California, Berkeley

“As a careful and systematic analysis of themajor controversies that have
surroundedFanon, this book is amust-read. LewisGordon delivers on his
promise of boldly examining these controversieswhile providing a spirited
defense ofmany of Fanon’s positions.”

—PAGET HENRY, Brown University

Antiblack racism avows reason is white while emotion, and thus supposedly
unreason, is black. Challenging academic adherence to this notion, Lewis R. Gordon
offers a portrait ofMartinican-turned-Algerian revolutionary psychiatrist and
philosopher Frantz Fanon as an exemplar of “living thought” against forms of reason
marked by colonialism and racism.Working fromhis own translations of the original
French texts, Gordon critically engages everything in Fanon fromdialectics, ethics,
existentialism, and humanism to philosophical anthropology, phenomenology, and
political theory aswell as psychiatry and psychoanalysis.

Gordon takes into account scholars from across theGlobal South to address
controversies around Fanon’s writings on gender and sexuality aswell as political
violence and the social underclass. In doing so, he confronts the replication of a
colonial and racist geography of reason, allowing theorists from theGlobal South
to emerge as interlocutors alongside northern ones in amove that exemplifieswhat,
Gordon argues, Fanon represented in his plea to establish newer and healthier
human relationships beyond colonial paradigms.
LEWIS R. GORDON is Professor of Philosophy, Africana Studies, and Judaic
Studies at theUniversity of Connecticut, Storrs. His books includeExistentia
Africana; DisciplinaryDecadence;An Introduction to Africana Philosophy; and, with
Jane AnnaGordon,OfDivineWarning: ReadingDisaster in theModernAge.
SONIA DAYAN-HERZBRUN is University Professor Emerita of the Social Sciences
at theUniversity of Paris–Diderot.
DRUCILLA CORNELL is Professor of Political Science,Women’s andGender
Studies, and Comparative Literature at Rutgers University. Hermost recent
books are the co-edited uBuntu and the Law: African Ideals and Postapartheid
Jurisprudence andTheDignity Jurisprudence of the Constitutional Court of South
Africa: Cases andMaterials, Volumes I & II (both Fordham).
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Senses of
the Subject
JUDITH BUTLER

208 pages
978-0-8232-6467-4 • Paper • $24.95 (1A), £15.99
978-0-8232-6466-7 • Cloth • $99.00 (06), £65.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
MARCH
PHILOSOPHY

“Butler concludes the Introduction to this book thus: ‘Acted on, I act still, but it is
hardly this “I” that acts alone, and even though, and precisely because, it never
gets donewith being undone.’ In these eloquent, passionately dialectical, and
vertiginous essays, Butler relentlessly tracks our being undone by others, by
language, by things, by institutions, and by the normative formations that
hold us upright beyond our standing upright in thewritings of, among others,
Descartes, Spinoza,Hegel,Merleau-Ponty, Irigaray, andFanon. This is echt
Butler: a necessity for thosewho already knowherwork, and a generous point of
entry for those philosopherswho have yet to find theirway to her thought.”

—J. M. BERNSTEIN, New School for Social Research

This book brings together a group of Judith Butler’s philosophical essayswritten
over two decades that elaborate her reflections on the roles of the passions in subject-
formation through an engagementwithHegel, Kierkegaard, Descartes, Spinoza,
Malebranche,Merleau-Ponty, Freud, Irigaray, and Fanon. Drawing on her early work
onHegelian desire and her subsequent reflections on the psychic life of power and
the possibility of self-narration, this book considers how passions such as desire,
rage, love, and grief are bound upwith becoming a subject within specific historical
fields of power.

Butler shows in different philosophical contexts how the self that seeks tomake
itself finds itself already affected and formed against its will by social and discursive
powers. And yet, agency and action are not necessarily nullified by this primary
impingement. Primary sense impressions register this dual situation of being acted
on and acting, countering the idea that acting requires one to overcome the situation
of being affected by others and the linguistic and social world. This dual structure
of sense sheds light on the desire to live, the practice and peril of grieving, embodied
resistance, love, andmodes of enthrallment and dispossession.Workingwith
theories of embodiment, desire, and relationality in conversationwith philosophers
as diverse asHegel, Spinoza, Descartes,Merleau-Ponty, Freud, and Fanon, Butler
reanimates and revises her basic propositions concerning the constitution and
deconstitution of the subject within fields of power, taking up key issues of gender,
sexuality, and race in several analyses. Taken together, these essays track the
development of Butler’s embodied account of ethical relations.
JUDITH BUTLER isMaxine Elliot Professor in the Departments of Comparative
Literature and the Program of Critical Theory at theUniversity of California,
Berkeley. Her books includeGender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of
Identity; The Psychic Life of Power: Theories of Subjection; Precarious Life: Powers of
Violence andMourning;UndoingGender;Giving anAccount of Oneself (Fordham);
Frames ofWar:When Is Life Grievable?; andPartingWays: Jewishness and the
Critique of Zionism.
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Interdependence
Biology and Beyond
KRITI SHARMA

160 pages • 15 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-6553-4 • Paper • $24.00 (01), £15.99
978-0-8232-6552-7 • Cloth • $75.00 (06), £49.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
Meaning Systems
JUNE
SCIENCE | PHILOSOPHY

“In setting forth her vision of contingentism—that objects are reallywebs of
processes contingent onmultiple interacting conditions—Sharmamoves
eloquently back and forth between biology and philosophy. The book is amodel of
accessible but serious and elegant sciencewriting.”

—EVAN THOMPSON, University of British Columbia

“Interdependence is an exceptionally originalwork of comprehensive theorizing.
Conceptually subtle, empirically rigorous, and compellingly argued, it addresses
some of themost fundamental questions in theoretical biology and demonstrates
their close relation to central problems in our ideas of knowledge, existence, and
reality.”

—BARBARA HERRNSTEIN SMITH, author of Scandalous Knowledge:
Science, Truth, and the Human

Frombiology to economics to information theory, the theme of interdependence
is in the air, framing our experiences of all sorts of everyday phenomena. Indeed,
the networkmay be the ascendantmetaphor of our time. Yet precisely because the
language of interdependence has become so commonplace as to be almost banal, we
miss some of itsmost surprising and far-reaching implications.

In Interdependence, biologist Kriti Sharma offers a compelling alternative to the
popular view that interdependence simplymeans independent things interacting.
Sharma systematically shows how interdependence entails themutual constitution
of one thing by another—how all things come into being only in a system of
dependence on others.

In a step-by-step account filledwith vivid examples, Sharma shows how a
coherent view of interdependence can helpmake sense not only of a range of
everyday experiences but also of themost basic functions of living cells.With
particular attention to the fundamental biological problem of how cells pick up
signals from their surroundings, Sharma shows that only an accountwhich replaces
the perspective of “individual cells interactingwith external environments” with one
centered in interdependent, recursive systems can adequately account for how life
works.

This bookwill be of interest to biologists and philosophers, to theorists of science,
of systems, and of cybernetics, and to anyone curious about how life works. Clear,
concise, and insightful, Interdependence: Biology and Beyond explicitly offers a
coherent and practical philosophy of interdependence andwill help shapewhat
interdependence comes tomean in the twenty-first century.
KRITI SHARMA , amicrobiologist, is completing her Ph.D. in Biological Sciences at
theUniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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Literacy Work
in the Reign of
Human Capital
EVAN WATKINS

176 pages
978-0-8232-6423-0 • Paper • $24.00 (01), £15.99
978-0-8232-6422-3 • Cloth • $85.00 (06), £55.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
JULY
CULTURAL STUDIES | EDUCATION | BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

In recent years, a number of books in the field of literacy research have addressed the
experiences of literacy users or themultiple processes of learning literacy skills in a
rapidly changing technological environment. In contrast to these studies, this book
addresses the subjects of literacy. In otherwords, it is about how literacyworkers
are subjected to the relations between new forms of labor and the concept of human
capital as a dominant economic structure in theUnited States. It is about how
literacies become forms of value producing labor in everyday life bothwithin and
beyond theworkplace itself.

As EvanWatkins shows, apprehending themeaning of literacywork requires an
understanding of how literacies have changed in relation to not only technology but
also to labor, capital, and economics. The emergence of new literacies has produced
considerable debate over basic definitions aswell as the complexities of gain and
loss. At the same time, the visibility of these debates between advocates of old versus
new literacies has obscured the development ofmore fundamental changes.Most
significantly,Watkins argues, it is no longer possible to represent human capital
solely as the kind of long-term resource that Gary Becker and other neoclassical
economists have defined. Like corporate inventory and businessmanagement
practices, human capital—labor—now also appears in a “just-in-time” form, as if a
power of action on the occasion rather than a capital asset in reserve.

Just-in-time human capital valorizes the expansion of choice, but it depends
absolutely on the invisible literacywork consigned to the peripheries of concentrated
human capital. In an economywherein peoples’ attention begins to eclipse
information as a primary commodity, a small number of choices appearwith an
immenselymagnified intensity whilemost others disappear entirely. As Literacy
Work in the Reign ofHumanCapital deftly illustrates, the concentration of human
labor in the digital age reinforces and extends a class division of winners on the
inside of technological innovation and losers everywhere else.
EVAN WATKINS is Professor of English at theUniversity of California, Davis. He is
the author ofClass Degrees: SmartWork,Managed Choice, and the Transformation
ofHigher Education (Fordham);EverydayExchanges:Marketwork andCapitalist
Common Sense; Throwaways:Work Culture andConsumer Education; andWork
Time: English Departments and the Circulation of Cultural Value.

academic trade
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The Life of
Things, the Love
of Things
REMO BODEI
translated by MURTHA BACA

144 pages • 5 × 7½
978-0-8232-6443-8 • Paper • $22.00 (01), £13.99
978-0-8232-6442-1 • Cloth • $75.00 (06), £49.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
Commonalities
APRIL
POLITICAL THEORY | PHILOSOPHY

“Simple things. Bare objects still new or alreadyworn out. Objects unscathed or
consumed and so slated for insignificance and destruction. But is this really the
fate of things today or is there instead anotherway of looking at them, one able
to salvage things somehow from such an anonymous and listless end?This is the
piercing and original question that RemoBodei poses inThe Life of Things, The
Love of Things.”

—ROBERTO ESPOSITO, La repubblica

Fromprehistoric stone tools, tomachines, to computers, things have traveled a long
road alongwith human beings. Changingwith the times, places, andmethods of their
production, emerging from diverse histories, and enveloped inmultiple layers of
meaning, things embody ideas, emotions, and symbols of whichwe are often unaware.

Themeaning of “thing” is richer than that of “object,”which is something that
ismanipulatedwith indifference or according to impersonal technical procedures.
Things also differ frommerchandise, objects that can be sold or exchanged or seen
as status symbols. Things, in the philosophical sense, are nodes of relationships
with the life of others, chains of continuity among generations, bridges that connect
individual and collective histories, junctions between human civilizations and
nature.

Things incite us to listen to reality, tomake thempart of ourselves, giving fresh
life to an otherwise suffocating interiority. Things also reveal the hidden aspect of a
“subject” in itsmost secret and least explored side. Things are the repositories of ideas,
emotions, and symbols whosemeaningwe often do not understand.

In an unexpected but coherent journey that includes the visions of classic
philosophers fromAristotle toHusserl and fromHegel toHeidegger, alongwith the
analysis of works of art, Bodei addresses issues such as fetishism, thememory of
things, the emergence of department stores, consumerism, nostalgia for the past, the
self-portraits of Rembrandt andDutch still-lifes of the seventeenth century. The
morewe are able to recover objects in their wealth ofmeanings and integrate them
into ourmental and emotional horizons, he argues, the broader and deeper ourworld
becomes.
REMO BODEI is Professor Emeritus of Philosophy at theUniversity of Pisa after
having taught formany years at the ScuolaNormale Superiore of Pisa and at the
University of California, Los Angeles.
MURTHA BACA has translated numerous books from the Italian. Her translations
include Pellegrino Artusi’s Science in the Kitchen and the Art of EatingWell.

academic trade
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Categories of
the Impolitical
ROBERTO ESPOSITO
translated byCONNAL PARSLEY

272 pages
978-0-8232-6421-6 • Paper • $28.00 (01), £17.99
978-0-8232-6420-9, Cloth • $125.00 (06), £81.00
Commonalities
APRIL
PHILOSOPHY | POLITICAL THEORY

“Categories of the Impolitical is an impressive attempt to think about politics
beyond sovereignty and against political theology. Through clear and
sophisticated readings of crucial yet often neglected political thinkers of the
twentieth century likeWeil, Bataille, Voegelin, andBroch, this book prepares
the groundwork for Esposito’s continuing exploration of the possibility of
community outside of representation and of politicswithout transcendence. An
indispensablework for anyone interested in Italian theory.”

—MIGUEL VATTER, University of New South Wales

The notion of the “impolitical” developed in this volume draws itsmeaning from
the exhaustion ofmodernity’s political categories, which have become incapable of
giving voice to any genuinely radical perspective. The impolitical is not the opposite
of the political but rather its outer limit: the border fromwhichwemight glimpse a
trajectory away from all forms of political theology and the depoliticizing tendencies
of a completedmodernity.

The book’s reconstruction of the impolitical lineage—which is anything but
uniform—beginswith the extreme conclusions reached by Carl Schmitt andRomano
Guardini in their reflections on the political and thenmoves through a series of
encounters between several great twentieth-century texts: fromHannahArendt’s
OnRevolution toHermannBroch’sTheDeath of Virgil, to Elias Canetti’sCrowds and
Power; fromSimoneWeil’sTheNeed for Roots to Georges Bataille’s Sovereignty to
Ernst Jünger’sAn der Zeitmauer.

The trail forged by this analysis offers a defiant counterpoint to themodern
political lexicon, but at the same time a contribution to our understanding of its
categories.
ROBERTO ESPOSITO teaches contemporary philosophy at the Italian Institute
for theHuman Sciences inNaples. His books translated into English includeTerms
of the Political: Community, Immunity, Biopolitics (Fordham);Bios: Biopolitics and
Philosophy;Communitas: TheOrigin andDestiny of Community; and Immunitas: The
Protection andNegation of Life.
CONNAL PARSLEY is a Lecturer in law at theUniversity of Kent.

academic trade
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Memory and
Complicity
Migrations of Holocaust Remembrance
DEBARATI SANYAL

336 pages • 10 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-6548-0 • Paper • $32.00 (01), £20.99
978-0-8232-6547-3 • Cloth • $95.00 (06), £62.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
MARCH
LITERATURE | POLITICAL THEORY | HOLOCAUST STUDIES

“Memory andComplicity offers a sophisticated, nuanced, and beautifullywritten
account of the intersecting legacies of genocide and colonialism in postwar
France. In this significant andmuch-needed intervention, Sanyal illuminates
both the possibilities and dangers of transcultural traumaandmemory studies.”

—MICHAEL ROTHBERG, author of Multidirectional Memory:
Remembering the Holocaust in the Age of Decolonization

“Memory andComplicity is a very impressive book. Sanyal is unusuallywell
acquaintedwith the relevant literature (which is extensive), her arguments are
clear and compelling, herwriting is unfailingly lucid and accessible, and her
scholarship is beyond reproach.”

—THOMAS TREZISE, Princeton University

SinceWorldWar II, French and Francophone literature and film have repeatedly
sought not to singularize theHolocaust as the paradigm of historical trauma but
rather to connect itsmemorywith othermemories of violence, namely that of
colonialism. Theseworks producedwhat Debarati Sanyal calls a “memory-in-
complicity” attuned to the gray zones that implicate different regimes of violence
across history aswell as those of different subject positions such as victim,
perpetrator, witness, and reader/spectator. Examining a range of works fromAlbert
Camus, Primo Levi, Alain Resnais, and Jean-Paul Sartre to Jonathan Littell, Assia
Djebar, Giorgio Agamben, and BoualemSansal,Memory andComplicity develops an
inquiry into the political force and ethical dangers of such implications, contrasting
themwith contemporarymodels for thinking about trauma and violence and offering
an extendedmeditation on the role of aesthetic form, especially allegory, within acts
of transhistorical remembrance.What are the political benefits and ethical risks of
invoking thememory of one history in order to address another?What is the role of
complicity inmaking these connections?Howdoes complicity, rather than affect-
based discourses of trauma, shame andmelancholy, open a critical engagementwith
the violence of history?What is it about literature and film that havemade them such
powerful vehicles for this kind of connectivememorywork?

As it offers new readings of some of themost celebrated and controversial
novelists, filmmakers, and playwrights from the French-speakingworld,Memory
andComplicity addresses these questions in order to reframe thewaywe think about
historicalmemory and its political uses today.
DEBARATI SANYAL is Professor of French at theUniversity of California, Berkeley.

academic trade
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An Atmospherics
of the City
Baudelaire and the Poetics of Noise
ROSS CHAMBERS

160 pages • 5½ × 8½
978-0-8232-6584-8 • Cloth • $35.00 (06), £22.99
Simultaneous electronic edition available
Verbal Arts: Studies in Poetics
MARCH
LITERATURE | URBAN STUDIES | POETRY

“The book,moving seamlessly between close analyses of poems and broader
theoretical contextualization, is amodel for scholarship in the rigorous and
delicate attention it pays to the texture of poems; the ease ofmove between
singular details and universal categories; the depth and clarity of thought
expressed in precise prose; deep erudition condensed into concise footnotes that
keep to the essential, and the inventive receptivity toward texts that presents a
new interfacewith one of themost canonical authors of theWestern culture.”

—CLAIRE LYU, University of Virginia

What happens to poetic beautywhen history turns the poet from onewho
contemplates natural beauty and the sublime to onewho attempts to reconcile the
practice of art with the hustle and noise of the city?

AnAtmospherics of the City traces Charles Baudelaire’s evolution from awriter
who practices a form of fetishizing aesthetics inwhich poetryworks to beautify the
ordinary to onewho perceives background noise and disorder—the city’s version of a
transcendent atmosphere—as evidence of themalignwork of a transcendent god of
time, history, and ultimate destruction.

Analyzing this shift, particularly as evidenced inTableaux parisiens and Le Spleen
de Paris, Ross Chambers shows howBaudelaire’s disenchantmentwith the politics
of his day and the coincident rise of overpopulation, poverty, andHaussmann’s
modernization of Paris influenced the poet’s work to conceive a poetry of allegory,
onewith the power to alert and disalienate its otherwise inattentive readerwhose
senses have long been dulled by the din of his environment.

Providing a completely new and original understanding of both Baudelaire’s
ethics and his aesthetics, Chambers reveals how the shift from themes of the
supernatural in Baudelaire to ones of alienation allowed a newway for him
to articulate and for his fellowParisians to comprehend the rapidly changing
conditions of the city and, in the process, to invent a “modern beauty” from the realm
of suffering and the abject as they embodied forms of urban experience.
ROSS CHAMBERS is Professor Emeritus of Comparative Literature at the
University ofMichigan. He is the author of several books, includingUntimely
Interventions: AIDSWriting, Testimonial, and the Rhetoric of Haunting; Facing It:
AIDSDiaries and the Death of the Author; Loiterature; andTheWriting ofMelancholy:
Modes of Opposition in Early FrenchModernism.
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The Storm
at Sea
Political Aesthetics in the
Time of Shakespeare
CHRISTOPHER PYE

272 pages • 17 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-6505-3 • Paper • $28.00 (01), £17.99
978-0-8232-6504-6 • Cloth • $95.00 (06), £62.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
MARCH
LITERATURE | RENAISSANCE STUDIES | POLITICAL THEORY

“In a forceful reconsideration of ‘the aesthetic’ as itself a site of political thought,
Pye is throwing down the gauntlet against the prevailing climate of historicist
work in earlymodern literary criticism,which has placed theRenaissance
before the arrival of ‘the aesthetic’ as a category.”

—ANDREW DANIEL, Johns Hopkins University

“Drawing on a rich andwide-ranging selection of importantworks from
Leonardo daVinci to ThomasHobbes’sLeviathan, through the plays of Thomas
Kyd, ChristopherMarlowe, and Shakespeare, Christopher Pyemakes a powerful
case for the existence of an autonomous earlymodern aesthetic prior toKant,
through readings that are highly attentive to textual detail and theoretically
informed by thinkers fromphilosophy, political theory, and psychoanalysis.”

—PHILIP LORENZ, Cornell University

The Storm at Sea: Political Aesthetics in the Time of Shakespeare counters a tradition
of cultural analysis that judges considerations of aesthetic autonomy in the early
modern context to be either anachronistic or an index of political disengagement.
Pye argues that for a post-theocratic era inwhich themise-en-forme of the social
domain itself was for the first time at stake, the problem of the aesthetic lay at the
very core of the political; it is precisely through its engagementwith the question of
aesthetic autonomy that earlymodernworksmost profoundly explore their relation
tomatters of law, state, sovereignty, and political subjectivity.

Pye establishes the significance of a “creationist” political aesthetic—at once a
discrete historical category and a phenomenon that troubles our familiar forms of
historical accounting—and suggests that the fate of such an aesthetic is intimately
bound upwith the emergence ofmodern conceptions of the political sphere.

The Storm at Seamoves historically fromLeonardo da Vinci to ThomasHobbes;
it focuses on Shakespeare and English drama, with chapters onHamlet,Othello,A
Winter’s Tale, andTheTempest, as well as sustained readings ofAsYou Like It,King
Lear, ThomasKyd’s Spanish Tragedy, and ChristopherMarlowe’sDoctor Faustus.
Engaging political thinkers such as Carl Schmitt, Giorgio Agamben, Claude Lefort,
and Roberto Esposito,The Storm at Seawill be of interest to political theorists as
well as to students of literary and visual theory.
CHRISTOPHER PYE is Class of 1924 Professor of English atWilliamsCollege. He is
the author ofTheRegal Phantasm: Shakespeare and the Politics of Spectacle andThe
Vanishing: Shakespeare, the Subject, and EarlyModernCulture.
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Reading with
John Clare
Biopoetics, Sovereignty, Romanticism
SARA GUYER

176 pages
978-0-8232-6558-9 • Paper • $24.00 (01), £15.99
978-0-8232-6557-2 • Cloth • $75.00 (06), £49.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
Lit Z
MAY
LITERATURE | POETRY | POLITICAL THEORY

“Readingwith JohnClare is a gemof a book, both compact and evocative,
brimmingwith generative implications not only for Clare scholarship but also
for Romantic criticismas awhole. If there is a ‘Clare’ for the twenty-first century,
it begins here.”—DAVID CLARK, McMaster University

Readingwith JohnClare argues that at the heart of contemporary biopolitical
thinking is an insistent repression of poetry. By returning to themoment at which
biopolitics is said to emerge simultaneouslywith romanticism, this project renews
our understanding of the operations of contemporary politics and its relation to
aesthetics across two centuries.

Guyer focuses on a single, exemplary case: the poetry and autobiographical
writing of the British poet JohnClare (1793–1864). Reading Clare in combination
with contemporary theories of biopolitics, Guyer reinterprets romanticism’s political
legacies, specifically the belief that romanticism is a direct precursor to the violent
nationalisms and redemptive environmentalisms of the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries.

Guyer offers an alternative account ofmany of romanticism’s foundational
concepts, like home, genius, creativity, and organicism. She shows that contemporary
critical theories of biopolitics, despite repeatedly dismissing the aesthetic or poetic
dimensions of power as a culpable ideology, emergewithin the same rhetorical
tradition as the romanticism they denounce. The book thus compels a rethinking of
the biopolitical critique of poetry and an attendant reconsideration of romanticism
and its concepts.
SARA GUYER is Professor of English at theUniversity ofWisconsin–Madison,
where she directs the Center for theHumanities. She is the author ofRomanticism
After Auschwitz.

academic trade

LIT Z SaraGuyer and BrianMcGrath, series editors

Lit Z embraces models of criticism uncontained by conventional notions of history,
periodicity, and culture and committed to the work of reading. Books in the series
may seem untimely, anachronistic, or out-of-touch with contemporary trends because
they have arrived too early or too late. Lit Z creates a space for books that exceed and
challenge the tendencies of our field and in doing so reflect on the concerns of literary
studies here and abroad.

At least since Friedrich Schlegel, thinking that affirms literature’s own untimeliness
has been named romanticism. Recalling this history, Lit Z exemplifies the survival of
romanticism as a mode of contemporary criticism, as well as forms of contemporary
criticism that demonstrate the unfulfilled possibilities of romanticism. Whether or not
they focus on the romantic period, books in this series epitomize romanticism as a way of
thinking that compels another relation to the present. They explore the creative potential
of reading’s untimeliness and history’s enigmatic force.

ANNOUNCING A NEW SERIES
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Minima
Philologica
WERNER HAMACHER
translated byCATHARINE DIEHL and
JASON GROVES

176 pages
978-0-8232-6535-0 • Paper • $24.00 (01), £15.99
978-0-8232-6534-3 • Cloth • $85.00 (06), £55.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
Idiom: Inventing Writing Theory
MARCH
LITERATURE | PHILOSOPHY

MinimaPhilologica brings together two essays byWernerHamacher that are
meant to revitalize philology as a practice beyond its restriction to the restoration
of linguistic data and theirmeanings. In these two texts, “95 Theses on Philology”
and “For—Philology,”Hamacher propounds a notion of generalized philology that
is equivalent to the real production of linguistic utterances, and indeed utterances
not limited to predicative or even discursive statements. Philology, in speaking for
languagewhere no clear and distinct language is given, exhibits and exposes the
structure of language in general. The first text, “95 Theses on Philology,” challenges
academic philology aswell as other disciplines across the humanities and sciences
that “use” language, assuming it to be a given entity and not an event. The theses
developwhatHamacher calls the “idea of philology” by describing the constitution
of its objects, its relation to knowledge, its suspension of consciousness, and its
freedom forwhat remains always still to be said.

In “For—Philology,” both speaking andwriting, Hamacher argues, follow,
discursively and non-discursively, the desire for language. Desire—philía—is the
insatiable affect that drives themovement between utterances toward the next
and the one after that. Desiring language—logos—means to respond to an alien
utterance that precedes you, ignorant aboutwhere the pathwill lead, accepting
loss and uncertainty, thinking in and through language and the lack of it, exceeding,
returning, responding to others, cutting into and offwhat is to be said. In arguing this,
Hamacher responds, directly or obliquely, to other philological thinkers such as Plato
and Schlegel, Nietzsche, Benjamin, andHeidegger, as well as to poets such as René
Char, Francis Ponge, Paul Celan, and FriedrichHölderlin. Taken together, the essays
ofMinimaPhilologica constitute amanifesto for a new understanding of linguistic
existence that breaks newways of attending to language and thosewho live by it.
WERNER HAMACHER is Emmanuel Levinas Professor of Philosophy at the
EuropeanGraduate School and Professor Emeritus of General andComparative
Literature at the GoetheUniversity Frankfurt.CATHARINE DIEHL , a Ph.D. from
PrincetonUniversity, is a research assistant in Philosophy atHumboldt University
of Berlin. JASON GROVES is a postdoctoral fellow in theDepartment of Germanic
Languages and Literatures at Yale University.
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Idiom: InventingWriting Theory
SERIES EDITORS: Jacques Lezra, New York University, and Paul North, Yale University

What can be said is how it is written. This is the premise of Idiom, a series committed to
developing and advancing new modes for articulating criticism and theory. The series
seeks out points of conflict within a given language, dwells upon and in them, and reminds
us that at the edges, internal as well as external, of every dialect (including those we
call specialized or professional) beats an idiolect. Idiomorphic theory will be theoretical
writing that takes a philological approach toward language and its expression. It is theory
written with, and as, a love for language and a love, especially, for language’s plasticity.

ANNOUNCING A NEW SERIES
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In Dante’s Wake
Reading fromMedieval toModern
in the Augustinian Tradition
JOHN FRECCERO
edited by DANIELLE CALLEGARI
and MELISSA SWAIN

272 pages • 9 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-6428-5 • Paper • $28.00 (01), £17.99
978-0-8232-6427-8 • Cloth • $85.00 (06), £55.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
AUGUST
LITERATURE | THEOLOGY | MEDIEVAL STUDIES |
RENAISSANCE STUDIES

“JohnFreccero is one of the greatdantisti of his age. Freccero’s erudition is as
impressive in its depth (Plato andNeoPlatonism, Augustine, Italian philology)
as in its breadth (Gramsci, Derrida, Girard, the epic, the novel). Alongwith the
erudition,moreover, there is his beautifully lucid style: The prose is remarkably
clear, graceful, eloquent, illusive, and at times even epigrammatic.”

—PETER S. HAWKINS, Yale Divinity School

Waking to find himself shipwrecked on a strange shore before a dark wood, the
pilgrim of theDivine Comedy realizes hemust set his sights higher and guide his
ship to a radically different port. Starting on the sand of that very shore with Dante,
John Freccero begins retracing the famous voyage recounted by the poet nearly 700
years ago.

Freccero follows pilgrim and poet through theComedy and then beyond, inviting
readers both uninitiated and accomplished to join him in navigating this complex
medievalmasterpiece and its influence on later literature. Perfectly impenetrable in
its poetry and unabashedly ambitious in its content, theDivine Comedy is the cosmos
collapsed on itself, heavywith densematter and impossible to expand. Yet Dante’s
great triumph is seen in the tiny, subtle fragments thatmake up the seamlesswhole,
pieces that the poet painstakingly sewed together to form awork that insinuates
itself into the reader and inspires thework of the next author. Frecceromagnifies
themost infinitesimal elements of that intricate construction to identify self-similar
parts, revealing the full breadth of the great poem.

Using this same technique, Freccero then turns to later giants of literature—
Petrarch,Machiavelli, Donne, Joyce, and Svevo—demonstrating how these authors
absorbed these smallest parts and reproducedDante in their ownwork. In the
process, he confronts questions of faith, friendship, gender, politics, poetry, and
sexuality, so that travelingwith Freccero, the readerwill both cross unknown
territory and reimagine familiar faces, swimming always in Dante’s wake.
JOHN FRECCERO is Professor of Italian andComparative Literature at
NewYorkUniversity. He is the author ofDante: The Poetics of Conversion, edited
by Rachel Jacoff.
DANIELLE CALLEGARI received her Ph.D. in Italian Studies fromNewYork
University.
MELISSA SWAIN is a Ph.D. candidate in Italian Studies at NewYorkUniversity.
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Apocalypse-
Cinema
2012 and Other Ends of theWorld
PETER SZENDY
translated by WILL BISHOP

192 pages • 25 b/w illustrations • 5½ × 8½
978-0-8232-6481-0 • Paper • $28.00 (01), £17.99
978-0-8232-6480-3 • Cloth • $85.00 (06), £55.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
AUGUST
FILM & THEATER | MEDIA STUDIES & COMMUNICATION | PHILOSOPHY

“In this prodigiously intelligent book, Peter Szendy reflects on the specific nature
of apocalyptic cinema. Organized as a series of brief essays on individual films
and recurrent cinematic strategies,Apocalypse-Cinema offers brilliant insights
on a genre that has yet to receive all the critical attention it deserves.”

—MARIE HÉLÈNE HUET, Princeton University

Apocalypse-cinema is not only the end of time that has so often been staged as
spectacle in films like 2012,TheDayAfter Tomorrow, andTheTerminator. By looking
at blockbusters that playwith general annihilationwhile also paying close attention
to films likeMelancholia,Cloverfield,Blade Runner, andTwelveMonkeys, this book
suggests that in the apocalyptic genre, film gnaws at its own limit.

Apocalypse-cinema is, at the same time andwith the same double blow, the end of
theworld and the end of the film. It is the consummation and the (self-)consumption
of cinema, in the form of an acinema that Lyotard evoked as the nihilistic horizon of
filmic economy. The innumerable countdowns, dazzling radiations, freeze-overs, and
seismic cracks and crevices are but other names and pretexts for staging film itself,
with its economy of time and its rewinds, its overexposed images and fades towhite,
its freeze-frames and digital touch-ups.

The apocalyptic genre is not just one genre among others: It playswith the very
conditions of possibility of cinema. And it bearswitness to the fact that, every time,
in each and every film, what Jean-LucNancy called the cine-world is exposed on the
verge of disappearing.

In a Postface specially written for the English edition, Szendy extends his
argument into a debatewith speculativematerialism. Apocalypse-cinema, he argues,
announces itself as cinders that question the “ultratestimonial” structure of the
filmic gaze. The cine-eye, he argues, eludes the correlationism and anthropomorphic
structure that speculativematerialists have placed under critique, allowing only the
ashes it bears to be heard.
PETER SZENDY is Professor of Philosophy at Paris Ouest Nanterre and
musicological adviser for the concert programs at the Cité de lamusique. His four
previous books to appear in English (all published by Fordham) areKant in the Land
of Extraterrestrials;Hits: Philosophy in the Jukebox; Prophecies of Leviathan: Reading
PastMelville; and Listen: AHistory of Our Ears.
WILL BISHOP received his doctorate in French Literature from theUniversity of
California, Berkeley. He lives in Paris, where he teaches and translates.
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Thresholds of
Listening
Sound, Technics, Space
edited bySANDER VAN MAAS

320 pages • 10 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-6438-4 • Paper • $30.00 (01), £19.99
978-0-8232-6437-7 • Cloth • $95.00 (06), £62.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
AUGUST
MUSIC | MEDIA STUDIES & COMMUNICATION | PHILOSOPHY

“Clearly the scholarship that underpinsThresholds of Listening is generally
very thorough and ‘experimental,’ which tests conventional understandings of
scholarship. Given its unique qualities, I would rate this book as an important
contribution thatwill be useful across a number of disciplines, frommusicology
andmusic theory to philosophy and literary theory, but also touching upon
certain strands of science.”

—KENNETH GLOAG, Cardiff University

“Thresholds of Listening intervenes into an extraordinarilywide range of
subjects, ranging frommasochismand torture at one extreme toCage and
Kafka at the other. Chapters zoomby at high speed, covering enormous ground
andwrestling on all frontswithmusic’s potential value as a transformative
biopolitical praxis. The level of scholarship is excellent, and vanMaas’s cast of
contributors includes stellar names alongside emerging scholars. This is less
a book about listening tomusic than a virtuosic inquiry into the relationships
between listening, hearing, sound, and space and an investigation of the limits of
the human body.”

—ANTHONY GRITTEN, Royal Academy of Music

Thresholds of Listening addresses recent and historical changes in theways listening
has been conceived. Listening, having been emancipated from the passive, subjected
position of reception, has come to be asserted as an active force in culture and in
collective and individual politics.

The contributors to this volume show that the exteriorization of listening—
brought into relief by recent historical studies of technologies of listening—involves
a re-negotiation of the theoretical and pragmatic distinctions that underpin the
notion of listening. Focusing on themanifold borderlines between listening and its
erstwhile others, such as speaking, reading, touching, seeing, or hearing, the book
maps new frontiers in the history of aurality. They suggest that listening’s finitude—
defined in some of the essays as its death or deadliness—should be considered as a
heuristic instrument rather than as amere descriptor.

Listening emergeswhere it appears to end or to run up against thresholds
and limits—orwhen it takes unexpected turns. Listening’s recent emergence on
the cultural and theoretical scenemay therefore be productively read against
contemporary recurrences of themotifs of elusiveness, finitude, and resistance to
open up new politics, discourses, and technologies of aurality.
CONTRIBUTORS: AnthonyCurtis Adler, Kiene BrillenburgWurth, Jason Freeman,
JohnT. Hamilton, LawrenceKramer,Melle JanKromhout, Liedeke Plate, Alexander
Rehding, Andrew Shenton, Robert Sholl, Peter Szendy, Sander vanMaas, DavidWills
SANDER VAN MAAS is Assistant Professor ofMusicology at theUniversity
of Amsterdam.He is the author ofTheReinvention of ReligiousMusic: Olivier
Messiaen’s Breakthrough toward the Beyond (Fordham).
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media studies & communication | poetry | literature

Cinepoetry
Imaginary Cinemas in French Poetry
CHRISTOPHE WALL-ROMANA

“This long-awaited book uncovers new territory for French literature and cultural studies,
French filmand intermedia, and poetics and newmedia, revealing the literary projects—
cinematic avant la letter—that shaped the early imagining of cinemaand its French history.”

—FELICIA MCCARREN, Tulane University

Cinepoetry analyzes howFrench poets have remapped poetry through the lens of cinema for
more than a century. In showing how poets have drawn onmass culture, technology, andmaterial
images to incorporate the idea, technique, and experience of cinema intowriting,Wall-Romana
documents the long history of cross-media concepts and practices often thought to emergewith
the digital.

In showing the cinematic consciousness ofMallarmé and Breton and calling for a reappraisal
of the influential poetry theory of the early filmmaker Jean Epstein,Cinepoetry reevaluates
the bases of literarymodernism. The book also explores the crucial link between trauma and
trans-medium experiments in thewake of twoworldwars and highlights themarginal identity of
cinepoets whowere often Jewish, gay, foreign-born, or on themargins.
CHRISTOPHE WALL-ROMANA is Associate Professor of French at theUniversity ofMinnesota.

history | african american studies | biography | art

From Slave Ship to Harvard
YarrowMamout and the History of an African American Family
JAMES H. JOHNSTON

“. . . Portray[s] an illuminating, thought-provoking, relatively unusualmoment in early
American history.”—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

“Part historical narrative, part genealogical detectivework, this bookwill appeal to a range of
academic and general readers, especially those interested in race relations in early America.”

—LIBRARY JOURNAL

“A history of anAfricanAmerican family, fromYarrowMamout’s enslaved arrival inNorth
America in 1752, proceeding throughRobert Turner Ford’s debut at (residentially segregated)
HarvardCollege in 1923, and beyond. The familywas remarkable from the outset:Mamout,
freed, was painted byCharlesWillson Peale.”—HARVARD MAGAZINE

“. . . JamesH. Johnston recounts the story of YarrowMamout’s life and traces some of Yarrow’s
descendants into the twentieth century.”—JOURNAL OF SOUTHERN HISTORY

“JamesH. Johnston has given us a clear and vivid look at a long-neglected aspect of American
history. This book is in turn disturbing and elevating, horrifying and inspiring. It is
impossible to ignore.”—HAROLD HOLZER, The Metropolitan Museum of Art

JAMES H. JOHNSTON , an attorney and journalist, has published extensively on national
affairs, law, telecommunications, history, and the arts. His contributions include papers on local
Washington, D.C., history, YarrowMamout, and an edition ofTheRecollections ofMargaret Cabell
Brown Loughborough.

504 pages, 6 color and 51 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-4549-9 • Paper • $28.00 (01), £17.99
{Cloth available: 978-0-82324548-2}
Simultaneous electronic edition available
Verbal Arts: Studies in Poetics
Modern Language Initiative
MARCH

310 pages, 25 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-3951-1 • Paper • $19.95 (03), £12.99
{Cloth available: 978-0-8232-3950-4}
Simultaneous electronic edition available
MARCH
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New Men
Reconstructing the Image of the
Veteran in Late-Nineteenth-Century
American Literature and Culture
JOHN A. CASEY JR.

256 pages • 16 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-6539-8 • Cloth • $55.00 (06), £36.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
Reconstructing America
APRIL

Scholars of the CivilWar era have commonly assumed that veterans of theUnion and
Confederate armies effortlesslymelted back into society and that they adjusted to the
demands of peacetimewith little or no difficulty. Yet the path these soldiers followed
on the road to reintegrationwas farmore tangled.NewMen unravels the narrative of
veteran reentry into civilian life and exposes the growing gap between how former
soldiers saw themselves and the representations of them created by late-nineteenth-
century American society. In the early years following the CivilWar, the concept of
the “veteran” functioned as amarker for whatwas assumed by soldiers and civilians
alike to be a temporary social status that ended definitively with army demobilization
and the successful attainment of civilian employment. But in later postwar years
this termwas reconceptualized as a new identity that is still influential today. It
came to be understood that former soldiers had crossed a threshold through their
experience in thewar, and theywould never be the same: They had become newmen.
Uncovering the tension between veterans and civilians in the postwar era adds a
new dimension to our understanding of the legacy of the CivilWar. Reconstruction
involvedmore than simply the road to reunion and its attendant conflicts over race
relations in theUnited States. It also pointed toward the frustrating search for a
propermetaphor to explainwhat soldiers had endured.

A provocative engagementwith literary history and historiography,NewMen
challenges the notion of the CivilWar as “unwritten” and alters our conception of
the classics of CivilWar literature. Organized chronologically and thematically,New
Men coherently blends an analysis of awide variety of fictional and nonfictional
narratives.Writings are discussed in revelatory pairings that illustrate various
aspects of veteran reintegration, with a chapter dedicated to literature describing
the reintegration experiences of African Americans in theUnionArmy.NewMen
is at once essential reading for anyonewhowants to understand the origins of our
concept of the “veteran” and a book for our times. It is an invitation to build on the
rich lessons of the CivilWar veterans’ experiences, to develop scholarship in the area
of veterans studies, and to realize the dream of full social integration for soldiers
returning home.
JOHN A. CASEY JR. is a Lecturer in English at theUniversity of Illinois at Chicago.
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So Conceived
and So
Dedicated
Intellectual Life in
the Civil War–Era North
edited by LORIEN FOOTE and
KANISORN WONGSRICHANALAI

304 pages
978-0-8232-6448-3 • Paper • $40.00 (01), £25.99
978-0-8232-6447-6 • Cloth • $105.00 (06), £68.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
The North’s Civil War
APRIL

Highlighting recent and new directions in contemporary research in the field, So
Conceived and SoDedicated offers a complete and updated picture of intellectual
life in the CivilWar–eraUnion. Compiling essays from both established and young
historians, this volume addresses the role intellectuals played in framing the conflict
and implementing their vision of a victoriousUnion.

Broadly defining “intellectuals” to encompass doctors, lawyers, sketch artists,
college professors, health reformers, and religious leaders, the essays address how
these thinkers disseminated their ideas, sometimes using commercial or popular
venues and organizations to implementwhat they believed.

Offering a vast range of perspectives on hownortherners thought about,
experienced, and responded to the CivilWar, SoConceived and SoDedicated is
organized around three questions: Towhat extent did educated Americans believe
that the CivilWar exposed the failure of old ideas? Did the CivilWar promote new
strains of authoritarianism in northern intellectual life or did thewar reinforce
democratic individualism?Howdid the CivilWar affect northerners’ conception of
nationalism and their understanding of their relationship to the state?

Essays exploremyriad topics, including: how antebellum ideas about the
environment and the body influenced conceptions of democratic health; how leaders
of the Irish American community reconciled their support of theUnited States
and the Republican Partywith their allegiances to Ireland and their fellow Irish
immigrants; how intellectual leaders of the northern African American community
explained secession, civil war, and emancipation; the influence of southern ideals
on northern intellectuals; wartime and postwar views from college and university
campuses; the ideological acrobatics that professors atmidwestern universities
had to perform in order to keep their students from leaving the classroom; and
hownorthern sketch artists helped influence the changing perceptions of African
American soldiers over the course of thewar.

Collectively, SoConceived and SoDedicated offers relevant and fruitful answers
to the nation’s intellectual history and suggests that antebellummodes of thinking
remained vital and tenaciouswell after the CivilWar.
CONTRIBUTORS: Lorien Foote, Susan-MaryGrant,WilliamB. Kurtz, Niki
Lefebvre, Kathryn ShivelyMeier, Richard F.Miller, Julie A.Mujic, RichardNewman,
ChristianG. Samito, JoanWaugh, KanisornWongsrichanalai, David Ross Zimring
LORIEN FOOTE is Professor of History at Texas A&MUniversity and the author of
TheGentlemen and the Roughs:Manhood, Honor, andViolence in theUnionArmy and
Seeking the OneGreat Remedy: Francis George Shaw andNineteenth-Century Reform.
KANISORN WONGSRICHANALAI is Assistant Professor of History at Angelo
State University.
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Exploring
Lincoln
Great Historians Reappraise
Our Greatest President
edited byHAROLD HOLZER,
CRAIG L. SYMONDS, and
FRANK J. WILLIAMS
A Lincoln Forum Book

240 pages, 14 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-6563-3, Paper, $24.95 (1A), £15.99
978-0-8232-6562-6, Cloth, $99.00 (06), £65.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
The North’s Civil War
MARCH

“The rich variety of insights and information onLincoln and theCivilWar served
up in this bookmakes it truly amoveable feast. Some traditional interpretations
are confirmed; others are challenged andnewperspectives set forth; and all
are of unfailing interest. This is a volume to be kept handy on your shelf and
consulted again and again.”

—JAMES MCPHERSON, Princeton University

MarchUbiquitous and enigmatic, the historical Lincoln, the literary Lincoln, even
the cinematic Lincoln have all proved both fascinating and irresistible. Though
some 16,000 books have beenwritten about him, there is alwaysmore to say, new
aspects of his life to consider, new facets of his persona to explore. Enlightening and
entertaining,Exploring Lincoln offers a selection of sixteen papers presented at the
Lincoln Forum symposia over the past three years.

Shining new light on particular aspects of Lincoln and his tragically abbreviated
presidency, Exploring Lincoln presents a compelling snapshot of current Lincoln
scholarship and a fascinatingwindow into understanding America’s greatest
president.
CONTRIBUTORS: Catherine Clinton,WilliamC. Davis, Jason Emerson, Eric
Foner, Amanda Foreman,WilliamC.Harris, HaroldHolzer,Michael J. Kline, John
F.Marszalek, Barnet Schecter,Walter Stahr, John Stauffer, Richard Striner, Craig L.
Symonds, JohnC.Waugh, Frank J.Williams
HAROLD HOLZER is RogerHertog Fellow at theNew-YorkHistorical Society and
one of the nation’s leading authorities on Lincoln and the political culture of the Civil
War era. He is chairman of the AbrahamLincoln Bicentennial Foundation and has
written, co-written, or edited forty-seven books,most recentlyLincoln and the Power
of the Press.
CRAIG L. SYMONDS is Professor Emeritus at theU.S. Naval Academy and the
author ofmany books onCivilWar and naval history. Hewon the Theodore and
Franklin D. Roosevelt Prize in 2005, The Lincoln Prize (with JamesM.McPherson)
in 2009, and theDudleyKnoxMedal for LifetimeAchievement inNaval History in
2014.
FRANK J. WILLIAMS , a renowned Lincoln scholar, is the former Chief Justice
of the Rhode Island SupremeCourt and founding chairman of The Lincoln Forum.
He also serves as President of TheUlysses S. Grant Association. He is the author or
editor of fourteen books, including Lincoln asHero.
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Ecclesiastical
Knights
TheMilitary Orders in Castile,
1150–1330
SAM ZENO CONEDERA, S.J.

320 pages • 8 color illustrations
978-0-8232-6595-4 • Cloth • $45.00 (06), £28.99
Simultaneous electronic edition available
Fordham Series in Medieval Studies
MAY

“Warriormonks”—themisnomer for the Iberianmilitary orders that emerged on the
frontiers of Europe in the twelfth century—have long fascinated general readers
and professional historians alike. Proposing “ecclesiastical knights” as amore
accurate name and conceptualmodel—warriors animated by ideals and spiritual
currents endorsed by the church hierarchy—author SamZenoConedera presents
a groundbreaking study of how these orders brought the seemingly incongruous
combination ofmonastic devotion and the practice of warfare into a single way of life.

Providing a detailed study of themilitary-religious vocation as it was lived out
in theOrders of Santiago, Calatrava, andAlcántara in Leon-Castile during the first
century,Ecclesiastical Knights provides a valuablewindow intomedieval Iberia.
Filling a gap in the historiography of themedievalmilitary orders, Conedera defines,
categorizes, and explains these orders, from their foundations until their spiritual
decline in the early fourteenth century, arguing that that the best way to understand
their spirituality is as a particular kind of consecrated knighthood.

Because these Iberianmilitary orderswere belligerents in the Reconquest,
Ecclesiastical Knights informs important discussions about the relations between
Western Christianity and Islam in theMiddle Ages. Conedera examines how the
military orders fit into the religious landscape ofmedieval Europe through the prism
of knighthood, and how their unique conceptual character informed the orders and
spiritual self-perception.

The religious observances of all three orderswere remarkably alike, except that
the Cistercian-affiliated ordersweremore demanding and theirmembers could not
marry. Santiago, Calatrava, and Alcántara shared the same essentialmission and
purpose: the defense and expansion of Christendomunderstood as an act of charity,
expressed primarily through fighting and secondarily through the care of the sick and
the ransoming of captives. Their prayerswere simple and their penanceswere aimed
at knightly vices and the preservation ofmilitary discipline. Above all, the orders
valued obedience. They never drank from the deepwellsprings ofmonasticism, nor
were they evermeant to.

Offering an entirely fresh perspective on two difficult and closely related
problems concerning themilitary orders—namely, definition and spirituality—author
SamZenoConedera illuminates the religious life of the orders, previously eclipsed by
theirmilitary activities.
SAM ZENO CONEDERA, S.J. , is Adjunct Assistant Professor of History at Santa
ClaraUniversity.
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Death and
Other Penalties
Philosophy in a Time ofMass
Incarceration
edited by GEOFFREY ADELSBERG,
LISA GUENTHER, and
SCOTT ZEMAN

336 pages • 6 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-6530-5 • Paper • $30.00 (01), £19.99
978-0-8232-6529-9 • Cloth • $95.00 (06), £62.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
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Mass incarceration is one of themost pressing ethical and political issues of our time.
In this volume, philosophers join activists and those incarcerated on death row to
grapplewith contemporaryU.S. punishment practices and draw out critiques around
questions of power, identity, justice, and ethical responsibility.

This work takes shape against a backdrop of disturbing trends: TheUnited
States incarceratesmore of its own citizens than any other country in theworld. A
disproportionate number of these prisoners are people of color, and, today, a black
man has a greater chance of going to prison than to college. TheUnited States
is the onlyWestern democracy to retain the death penalty, even after decades of
scholarship, statistics, and even legal decisions have depicted a deeply flawed system
structured by racism and class oppression.

Motivated by a conviction thatmass incarceration and state execution are among
themost important ethical and political problems of our time, the contributors to
this volume come together from a diverse range of backgrounds to analyze, critique,
and envision alternatives to the injustices of theU.S. prison system, with recourse
to deconstruction, phenomenology, critical race theory, feminism, queer theory, and
disability studies. They engagewith the hyper-incarceration of people of color, the
incomplete abolition of slavery, the exploitation of prisoners asworkers and as “raw
material” for the prison industrial complex, the intensive confinement of prisoners
in supermax units, and the complexities of capital punishment in an age of abolition.

The resulting collection contributes to a growing intellectual and political
resistance to the apparent inevitability of incarceration and state execution as
responses to crime and to social inequalities. It addresses both philosophers and
activists who seek intellectual resources to contest the injustices of punishment in
theUnited States.
CONTRIBUTORS: AbuAli Abudr’Rahman, Geoffery Adelsberg, Liat Ben-Moshe,
AndrewDilts, CheGossett, Lisa Guenther, AmiHarbin, BradyHeiner, Joy James,
Julia Kristeva, JamesManos, NickMitchell, Kelly Oliver, Derrick Quintero,
Shokoufeh Sakhi, Russell "Maroon" Shoatz, Theresa Shoatz, Andrea Smith, Eric A.
Stanley, Adrian Switzer, Sarah Tyson, LisaWalsh,Matt S.Whitt, Benjamin S. Yost,
Scott Zeman
GEOFFREY ADELSBERG is a graduate student in philosophy at Vanderbilt
University.
LISA GUENTHER is Associate Professor of Philosophy at Vanderbilt University and
the author of Solitary Confinement: Social Death and Its Afterlives.
SCOTT ZEMAN works in the Department of Psychology andNeuroscience at the
University of Colorado, Boulder.
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Ending and
Unending
Agony
OnMaurice Blanchot
PHILIPPE LACOUE-LABARTHE
translated by HANNES OPELZ

192 pages
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Simultaneous electronic edition available
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“As itmakes itsway, in amanner that is painstakingly attentive and demanding,
through two texts byMaurice Blanchot (“The Instant ofMyDeath” and “(A
Primal Scene?)”),Ending andUnendingAgony explores the relationship between
“dying” and “writing”: Does not each hold the truth of the other as they relate
to the immemorial? Thatwhich never took place and ofwhich there is neither
memory nor forgetting is also thatwhich binds us to the extremity of sense,
where sense renders itself absent.What is at stake as this limit is reached?Can
one speak of “myth”—somethingBlanchot had ruled out long ago—or rather of an
experiencewhich no one can experience butwhich nevertheless leaves a trace?
Such are some of the questions towhichEnglish-speaking audiencesmaynow
direct their attention thanks to this translation of Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe’s
book onBlanchot.”

—JEAN-LUC NANCY, Université Marc Bloch, Strasbourg

Published posthumously,Ending andUnending Agony is Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe’s
only book entirely devoted to the Frenchwriter and essayistMaurice Blanchot
(1907–2003). The place of Blanchot in Lacoue-Labarthe’s thoughtwas both discreet
and profound, involving difficult, agonizing questions about the status of literature,
with vast political and ethical stakes.

Togetherwith Plato, Hölderlin, Nietzsche, Benjamin, andHeidegger, Blanchot
represents a decisive crossroads for Lacoue-Labarthe’s central concerns. In this
book, they converge on the question of literature, and in particular of literature
as the question ofmyth—in this instance, themyth of thewriter born of the
autobiographical experience of death.

However, the issues at stake in this encounter are notmerely autobiographical;
they entail a relentless struggle with processes of figuration andmythicization
inherited from the concept ofmimesis that permeatesWestern literature and
culture. As this volume demonstrates, the originality of Blanchot’s thought lies in its
problematic but obstinate deconstruction of precisely such processes.

In addition to offering unique, challenging readings of Blanchot’s writings, setting
them among those ofMontaigne, Rousseau, Freud,Winnicott, Artaud, Bataille,
Lacan,Malraux, Leclaire, Derrida, and others, this book offers fresh insights into two
crucial twentieth-century thinkers and a new perspective on contemporary debates
in European thought, criticism, and aesthetics.
PHILIPPE LACOUE-LABARTHE was Professor of Philosophy at theUniversité
Marc Bloch, Strasbourg. Hismany books includePoetry as Experience;Typography:
Mimesis, Philosophy, Politics; and, with Jean-LucNancy,The Literary Absolute: The
Theory of Literature inGermanRomanticism.
HANNES OPELZ is Assistant Professor in the FrenchDepartment at Trinity
College, Dublin. He is the co-editor ofBlanchot Romantique.
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Quiet Powers
of the Possible
Interviews in Contemporary French
Phenomenology
TAREK R. DIKA and
W. CHRIS HACKETT
foreword byRICHARD KEARNEY

304 pages
978-0-8232-6472-8 • Paper • $32.00 (01), £20.99
978-0-8232-6471-1 • Cloth • $95.00 (06), £62.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
Perspectives in Continental Philosophy
AUGUST

Quiet Powers of the Possible offers an excellent introduction to contemporary French
phenomenology through a series of interviewswith itsmost prominent figures.

Guided by rigorous questions that push into themost important aspects of the
latest phenomenological research, the book gives readers a comprehensive sense of
each thinker’s intellectual history, motivations, and philosophical commitments.

The book introduces readers to debates that have not previously been accessible
to the English-speakingworld, such as the growing interest in the phenomenological
concept of life in its affective and even vital dimensions, the emerging dialoguewith
the analytic philosophy ofmind and language, and reassessments of the so-called
theological turn.

The diversity of approaches collected here has its origin in a deeper debate
about the conceptual and historical foundations of phenomenology itself. In this
way the book offers themost accessible andwide-ranging introduction to French
phenomenology to have appeared in the English-speakingworld to date.
CONTRIBUTORS: Renaud Barbaras, Jocelyn Benoist, Jean-Louis Chrétien, Jean-
François Courtine, Françoise Dastur, Emmanuel Falque,Michel Henry, Jean-Yves
Lacoste, Jean-LucMarion, Claude Romano
TAREK R. DIKA is Postdoctoral Fellow at TheMichigan Society of Fellows and
Assistant Professor in the Department of Comparative Literature at theUniversity of
Michigan, AnnArbor.
W. CHRIS HACKETT is Research Fellow and Lecturer in the School of Philosophy,
Australian Catholic University.
RICHARD KEARNEY is Charles B. Seelig Professor of Philosophy at BostonCollege.
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Negative Ecstasies
Georges Bataille and the Study of Religion
edited by JEREMY BILES and KENT L. BRINTNALL

Despite Georges Bataille’s acknowledged influence onmajor poststructuralist thinkers—including
Foucault, Derrida, Kristeva, Lacan, Baudrillard, and Barthes—and his prominence in literary,
cultural, and social theory, rarely has he been taken up by scholars of religion, even as issues of the
sacredwere central to his thinking. Bringing together established scholars and emerging voices,
Negative Ecstasies engages Bataille from the perspective of religious studies and theology, forging
linkswith feminist and queer theory, economics, secularism, psychoanalysis, fat studies, and
ethics. As these essays demonstrate, Bataille’s work bears significance to contemporary questions
in the academy and vital issues in theworld.We continue to ignore him at our peril.
CONTRIBUTORS: JeremyBiles, Kent L. Brintnall, Stephen S. Bush, David Chidester, Zeynep
Direk, LynneGerber, Jean-JosephGoux, Paul Hegarty, AmyHollywood,MarkD. Jordan, Jeffrey J.
Kripal, Alphonso Lingis, Allan Stoekl, Hugh B. Urban, ShannonWinnubst
JEREMY BILES is the author ofEcceMonstrum: Georges Bataille and the Sacrifice of Form
(Fordham).
KENT L. BRINTNALL is the Bonnie E. Cone Early-Career Professor in Teaching at the
University of North Carolina at Charlotte. He is the author ofEcceHomo: TheMale-Body-in-Pain
as Redemptive Figure.
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Temporality and Trinity
PETER MANCHESTER

Temporality andTrinity argues that there is deep homology between the roles of temporal
problematic in Augustine’sOnTrinity andHeidegger’sBeing andTime.

AlthoughHeideggerwas aware ofOnTrinity, the claim is not that hewrites under its influence.
Rather,Manchestermoves from the temporal problematic ofBeing andTime to the psychological
explication of the human image of God inOnTrinity, schematized asmemory, understanding, and
will. Formal and phenomenological parallels allow interpretation of that psychological triad as
a temporal problematic in themanner ofBeing andTime. In a sense, this is to read Augustine as
influenced byHeidegger.

But the aim ismore constructive than that. Establishing a link between trinitarian theology
andBeing andTime opens amore direct way of benefiting from it in theology thanHeidegger’s
own assumptions. It puts philosophy in a position to confrontNewTestament theology directly, in
its own historicality, without digression into anything like philosophy of religion.
PETER MANCHESTER is Associate Professor of Philosophy at Stony BrookUniversity.
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Carnal Hermeneutics
edited by RICHARD KEARNEY and BRIAN TREANOR

Building on a hermeneutic tradition inwhich accounts of carnal embodiment are overlooked,
misunderstood, or underdeveloped, this work initiates a new field of study and concern.

Carnal Hermeneutics provides a philosophical approach to the body as interpretation.
Transcending the traditional dualism of rational understanding and embodied sensibility, the
volume argues that ourmost carnal sensations are already interpretations. Because interpretation
truly goes “all theway down,” carnal hermeneutics rejects the opposition of language to sensibility,
word to flesh, text to body.

In this volume, an impressive array of today’s preeminent philosophers seek to interpret
the surplus ofmeaning that arises from our carnal embodiment, its role in our experience and
understanding, and its engagementwith thewiderworld.
CONTRIBUTORS: Emmanuel Alloa, EdCasey, Jean-Louis Chrétien, Emmanuel Falque,Michel
Henry, RichardKearney, Julia Kristeva, KarmenMacKendrick, John PanteleimonManoussakis,
Jean-LucMarion, DermotMoran, Jean-LucNancy, AnneO’Byrne, Shelley Rambo, Paul Ricoeur,
Ted Toadvine, Brian Treanor, DavidWood
RICHARD KEARNEY is Charles B. Seelig Professor of Philosophy at BostonCollege.
BRIAN TREANOR is Professor of Philosophy andDirector of Environmental Studies at Loyola
MarymountUniversity.

400 pages
978-0-8232-6589-3 • Paper • $35.00 (01), £22.99
978-0-8232-6588-6 • Cloth • $125.00 (06), £81.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
Perspectives in Continental Philosophy
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240 pages
978-0-8232-6500-8 • Paper • $28.00 (01), £17.99
978-0-8232-6499-5 • Cloth • $85.00 (06), £55.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
Groundworks: Ecological Issues in Philosophy and
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JULY
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Being-in-Creation
Human Responsibility in an EndangeredWorld
edited by BRIAN TREANOR, BRUCE ELLIS BENSON,
and NORMAN WIRZBA

What is the proper relationship between human beings and themore-than-humanworld? This
philosophical question, which underlies vast environmental crises, forces us to investigate the
tension between our extraordinary powers, which seem to set us apart fromnature, even above it,
and our thoroughgoing ordinariness, as revealed by the evolutionary historywe sharewith all life.

The contributors to this volume ask us to considerwhether the anxiety ofunheimlichkeit, which
in one formor another absorbed somuchof twentieth-century philosophy,might reveal not our
homelessness in the cosmos but a need for a fundamental belongingness and implacement in it.
CONTRIBUTORS: T.WilsonDickenson, Bruce Foltz, ChristinaM. Gschwandtner, Jeffrey
Hanson, Jarrod Longbons, Edward F.Mooney, Susan Pyke, JanetMartin Soskice, Brian Treanor,
RowanWilliams, NormanWirzba
BRIAN TREANOR is Professor of Philosophy andDirector of Environmental Studies at Loyola
MarymountUniversity.
BRUCE ELLIS BENSON is Professor of Philosophy atWheatonCollege, Illinois.
NORMAN WIRZBA is Professor of Theology and Ecology at DukeDivinity School andResearch
Professor at Duke’s Nicholas School for the Environment.
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Pragmatism with Purpose
SelectedWritings
PETER HARE, edited by JOSEPH PALENCIK, DOUGLAS R. ANDERSON,
and STEVEN A. MILLER

“For forty years, PeterHarewas an acknowledged leader of a loose assembly of driven scholars
marginalized by dominant philosophical cliques that cared little for philosophy originating
inAmerica. . . . This volume represents an essential narrative to a broader account of late-
twentieth-century philosophy inAmerica.”—JOHN R. SHOOK, University at Buffalo

“PeterHare is a significant figure in contemporaryAnglo-American thought, not least of all
because hiswritings no less than his character are a concrete embodiment of intellectual
pluralism.”—VINCENT COLAPIETRO, Pennsylvania State University

Pragmatismwith Purpose collects essays by the late PeterHare, a leading proponent of the
American philosophical tradition. The volume includes essays on “holistic pragmatism” thatHare
developed in conversationwithMortonWhite, as well as historical articles onWilliam James and
C. S. Peirce and commentaries on the profession.
PETER HARE was Professor of Philosophy at theUniversity at Buffalo, SUNY.
JOSEPH PALENCIK is Assistant Professor of Philosophy at Indian River State College.
DOUGLAS R. ANDERSON is Professor of Philosophy at Southern Illinois University–
Carbondale. STEVEN A. MILLER is a doctoral candidate in Philosophy at Southern Illinois
University–Carbondale.
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The Subject of Freedom
Kant, Levinas
GABRIELA BASTERRA

“Thewriting is ambitious, concise, and to the point, and the author loses no time in pursuing
hermain purposes. The discussion confronts the foundations of the liberal subject of
modernity, debunks established positions onKant´s ethics, andmoves toward a new
understanding of the philosophical basis of democratic republicanism.”

—ALBERTO MOREIRAS, Texas A&M University

The Subject of Freedom explores the idea of freedom as, theoretically, the limit that enables
thinking and, practically, something other that constitutes subjectivity. Basterra argues that the
autonomous subjectivity freedom constitutesmust be understood as a relationshipwith the
alterity or excess that animates its core.

TracingKant’s concept of freedom from theCritique of Pure Reason to his practical works,
Basterra elaborates some of Kant’smost challenging insights in dialoguewith Levinas’sOtherwise
than Being. Levinas’s text, she argues, offers a deeply Kantian critique of Kant that pursues Kant’s
most revolutionary insights into ethics to their ultimate consequences. These insights have the
potential to surprise and energize our thinking on the ethical and the political today.
GABRIELA BASTERRA is Associate Professor of Spanish andComparative Literature at
NewYorkUniversity.

288 pages
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Simultaneous electronic edition available
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192 pages
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Traditions of
Eloquence
The Jesuits and
Modern Rhetorical Studies
edited by CINTHIA GANNETT and
JOHN C. BRERETON,
with MAUREEN FITZSIMMONS

448 pages
978-0-8232-6453-7 • Paper • $45.00 (01), £28.99
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AUGUST

This groundbreaking collection explores the important ways Jesuits have employed
rhetoric, the ancient art of persuasion and the current art of communications, from
the sixteenth century to the present.Much of the history of how Jesuit traditions
contributed to the development of rhetorical theory and pedagogy has been lost,
effaced, or dispersed. As a result, those interested in Jesuit education and higher
education in theUnited States, as well as scholars and teachers of rhetoric, are
often unaware of this living 450-year-old tradition.Written by highly regarded
scholars of rhetoric, composition, education, philosophy, and history, many based
at Jesuit colleges and universities, the essays in this volume explore the tradition of
Jesuit rhetorical education—that is, constructing “amore usable past” and a viable
future for eloquentia perfecta, the Jesuits’ chief aim for the liberal arts. Intended to
foster eloquence across the curriculum and into theworld beyond, Jesuit rhetoric
integrates intellectual rigor, broad knowledge, civic action, and spiritual discernment
as the chief goals of the educational experience.

Consummate scholars and rhetors, the early Jesuits employed all the intellectual
and language arts as “contemplatives in action,” preaching and undertaking
missionary, educational, and charitable works in theworld. The study, pedagogy,
and practice of classical grammar and rhetoric, adapted to Christian humanism,
naturally provided a central focus of this powerful educational system as part of the
Jesuit commitment to theMinistries of theWord. This book traces the development
of Jesuit rhetoric in Renaissance Europe, follows its expansion to theUnited States,
and documents its reemergence on campuses and in scholarly discussions across
America in the twenty-first century.

Traditions of Eloquence provides awellspring of insight into the past, present,
and future of Jesuit rhetorical traditions. In a period of ongoing reformulations
and applications of Jesuit educationalmission and identity, this collection of
compelling essays helps provide historical context, a sense of continuity in current
practice, and a platform for creating future curricula and pedagogy.Moreover it is a
valuable resource for anyone interested in understanding a core aspect of the Jesuit
educational heritage.
CONTRIBUTORS: Katherine Adams; John Bean; Patricia Bizzell; Vincent
Casagerola; ThomasDeans; Anne Fernald; Jenn Fishman;Maureen Fitzsimmons;
AnnGreen;Michael Halloran; GerardHauser; Joseph Janangelo; Janice Lauer;
David J. Leigh; StevenMailloux; Robert AleksanderMaryks; PaulaMathieu; Carol
Mattingly; GinaMerys; KateNash; LarryNichols; GeraldNelms; RebeccaNowacek;
JohnO’Malley, S.J.; Thomas Pace; Karen Paley; K. J. Peters; Jeffrey Philpott;Mike
Rose; Paul Ranieri; Krista Ratcliffe; ThomasWorcester
CINTHIA GANNETT is Associate Professor of English at FairfieldUniversity, where
she directs the CoreWriting Program. JOHN C. BRERETON is Professor Emeritus
of English at theUniversity ofMassachusetts Boston.MAUREEN FITZSIMMONS
recently completed anM.A. in Rhetoric at LoyolaMarymountUniversity and is now
enrolled in the doctoral program inRhetoric at theUniversity of California at Irvine.
She has presented her research on Jesuit rhetoric at both national and international
conferences.
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The Bread of
the Strong
Lacouturisme and the Folly of
the Cross, 1910–1985
JACK LEE DOWNEY

352 pages • 10 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-6543-5 • Cloth • $60.00 (06), £39.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
Catholic Practice in North America
JUNE

Contributing to the ongoing excavation of the spiritual lifeworld of Dorothy
Day—“themost significant, interesting, and influential person in the history of
AmericanCatholicism”—The Bread of the Strong offers compelling new insight
into the history of the CatholicWorkermovement, including the cross-pollination
betweenAmerican andQuébécois Catholicism and discourse about Christian anti-
modernism and radicalism.

The considerable perseverance in the heroic Christianmaximalism that became
the hallmark of the CatholicWorker’s personalism owes a great debt to the influence
of Lacouturisme, largely under the stewardship of JohnHugo, alongwith Peter
Maurin andmyriad other critical interventions in Day’s spiritual development. Day
made the retreat regularly for some thirty-five years and promoted it vigorously both
in person and publicly in the pages ofTheCatholicWorker.

Exploring the influence of the controversial North American revivalistmovement
on the spiritual formation of DorothyDay, author Jack LeeDowney investigates
the extremist intersection betweenRomanCatholic contemplative tradition and
modern political radicalism.Well grounded in an abundance of lesser-known
primary sources, including unpublished letters, retreat notes, privately published
and long-out-of-print archivalmaterial, and the French-language papers of Fr.
Lacouture,The Bread of the Strong opens up an entirely new arena of scholarship on
the transnational lineages of AmericanCatholic social justice activism. Downey also
reveals riveting new insights into themovement’s founder and namesake, Québécois
Jesuit Onesime Lacouture. Downey also frames amore reciprocal depiction of Day
andHugo’s relationship and influence, including the importance of Day’s evangelical
pacifism onHugo, particularly in shaping his understanding of conscientious
objection andChristian antiwarwork, and howHugo’s ascetical theology animated
Day’s interior life and spiritually sustained her apostolate.

A fascinating investigation into the retreatmovement Day loved so dearly, and
which she claimedwas integral to her spiritual formation,The Bread of the Strong
explores the relationship between contemplative theology, asceticism, and radical
activism.More than a study of Lacouture, Hugo, andDay, this fresh look at Dorothy
Day and the complexities and challenges of her spiritual and social expression
presents an outward exploration of the early- tomid–twentieth century dilemmas
facing second- and third-generation AmericanCatholics.
JACK LEE DOWNEY is Assistant Professor of Religion at La Salle University.
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Neighbors and
Missionaries
AHistory of the Sisters of Our Lady
of Christian Doctrine
MARGARET M. MCGUINNESS

242 pages • 7 b/w illustrations
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Simultaneous electronic edition available
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“McGuinness explores how the Sisters of ChristianDoctrinewere affected by and
how they adapted their own lives andwork to reflect the transformations taking
place in the church and society.”

—AMERICAN CATHOLIC STUDIES

“Illuminates our understanding of the history of Americanwomen religious
by examining the unique apostolate of a particular community that blended
concern for the spiritual andmaterial wellbeing of the Catholic poor.”

—CHRISTINE ANDERSON, Xavier University

“In bringing to light the history of the Sisters of ChristianDoctrine, and
documenting the evolution of the community froma foundation in settlement
work inNewYorkCity in the early twentieth century through postwar efforts
in child care, religious education, and social work in the South,Margaret
McGuinness reveals an innovative community ofwomen religious continually
engaged in responsiveministry.Neighbors andMissionaries enriches our
understanding of the development of American sisterhoods and theirwork and is
an important contribution to the historiography of AmericanCatholic efforts in
social welfare in the twentieth century.”

—BERNADETTE MCCAULEY, Hunter College of the City University of New York

MARGARET M. MCGUINNESS is Professor of Religion at La Salle University,
Philadelphia, and co-editor ofTheCatholic Studies Reader (Fordham), as well as the
Journal of AmericanCatholic Studies.
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Medieval
Exegesis and
Religious
Difference
Commentary, Conflict, and Community
in the PremodernMediterranean
edited by RYAN SZPIECH

336 pages • 1 b/w illustration
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Simultaneous electronic edition available
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MAY

“The quality of the studies inMedieval Exegesis andReligiousDifference is
of a very high level andmany [of the essays] break new ground based on the
close study ofmanuscripts or the examination of familiar texts fromnew
perspectives.”

—BARRY DOV WALFISH, University of Toronto Library

Jews, Christians, andMuslims all have a common belief in the sanctity of a core
holy scripture, and commentary on scripture (exegesis) was at the heart of all three
traditions in theMiddle Ages. At the same time, because it dealt with issues such
as the nature of the canon, the limits of acceptable interpretation, and themeaning
of salvation history from the perspective of faith, exegesis was elaborated in the
Middle Ages along the faultlines of interconfessional disputation and polemical
conflict. This collection of thirteen essays byworld-renowned scholars of Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam explores the nature of exegesis during theHigh and especially
the LateMiddle Ages as a discourse of cross-cultural and interreligious conflict,
paying particular attention to the commentaries of scholars in thewestern and
southernMediterranean from Iberia and Italy toMorocco andEgypt.

Unlike other comparative studies of religion, this collection is not a chronological
history or an encyclopedic guide. Instead, it presents essays in four conceptual
clusters (“Writing on the Borders of Islam,” “Jewish-Christian Conflict,” “The
Intellectual Activity of the DominicanOrder,” and “Gender”) that exploremedieval
exegesis as a vehicle for the expression of communal or religious identity, one that
reflects shared or competing notions of sacred history and sacred text. This timely
bookwill appeal to scholars and lay readers alike andwill be essential reading for
students of comparative religion, historians charting the history of religious conflict
in themedievalMediterranean, and all those interested in the intersection of Jewish,
Christian, andMuslim beliefs and practices.
CONTRIBUTORS: Esperanza Alfonso, Antoni Biosca i Bas, Thomas E. Burman,
Nina Caputo, Alexandra Cuffel, SidneyGriffith, Harvey J. Hames, Steven F. Kruger,
Ursula Ragacs, Ángel Sáenz-Badillos,Walid Saleh, Sara Stroumsa, Yosi Yisraeli
RYAN SZPIECH is Associate Professor at theUniversity ofMichigan, AnnArbor.
Hismost recent book isConversion andNarrative: Reading andReligious Authority
inMedieval Polemic, and he is also currently editor-in-chief of the journalMedieval
Encounters.
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Islam and the Challenge
of Civilization
ABDELWAHAB MEDDEB, translated by JANE KUNTZ

“Bold and fresh. . . . Thosewell-versed in Islamic Studieswill enjoy the erudite read,
masterfully rendered into English byKuntz.”

—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

AbdelwahabMeddebmakes an urgent case for an Islamic reformation, located squarely inwestern
Europe, now home tomillions ofMuslims, where Christianity and Judaism have come to coexist
with secular humanism and positivist law. Rather than advocate “moderate” Islam, which he
characterizes as thinly disguisedWahabism,Meddeb appeals to the great Sufi thinkers, whose
practice of religionwas not bound by doctrine.

Returning to the doctrinal question of the text as transcription of the uncreatedword of God,
Meddeb calls uponMuslims to distinguish between Islam’s spiritualmessage and the historically
grounded origins of its founding scriptures. He appeals to periods of Islamic historywhen
philosophers and theologians engaged in lively dialoguewith other faiths and civilizations and
urges us to realize that feuding among themonotheismsmust giveway to themore important
issue of what itmeans to be a citizen in today’s postreligious global setting.
ABDELWAHAB MEDDEB teaches at theUniversité Paris X (Nanterre) and has publishedmore
than twenty books in French.

192 pages
978-0-8232-6436-0 • Paper • $20.00 (01), £12.99
{Cloth available: 978-0-8232-5123-0}
Simultaneous electronic edition available
JULY

280 pages
978-0-8232-4497-3 • Paper • $24.00 (01), £15.99
{Cloth available: 978-0-8232-4496-6}
Simultaneous electronic edition available
JUNE
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The Discipline of Philosophy and the
Invention of Modern Jewish Thought
WILLI GOETSCHEL
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“Goetschel’s new book is provocative, compelling, and profound. Tracing the influence of
the thought of Spinoza,Mendelssohn, Rosenzweig, and Susman, among others, he shows
howphilosophy’s claim to universality is necessarily undermined through its complex and
troubled relation to Jewish philosophy. This book dramatically and definitively refigures
the distinction betweenGreek andHebrew thought uponwhich contemporaryWestern
philosophy rests. . . . Essential reading for anyone interested in howphilosophy becamewhat
it is . . . what it still could become.”—MOIRA GATENS, University of Sydney

“A lively and intriguing account ofmany of the leading thinkers and controversies in Jewish
philosophy, the text never fails to be both intelligent and provocative.”

—OLIVER LEAMAN, University of Kentucky

In a lucid introduction to a crucial tradition ofmodern thought,Willi Goetschel explores the
subject of Jewish philosophy as a controversial site ofmodernity’s construction, fromSpinoza and
Mendelssohn to the present. Goetschel’s account emancipates not just “Jewish philosophy” from
an infelicitous pigeonhole these philosophers so pointedly sought to reject but also philosophy
from its false claims to universalism.
WILLI GOETSCHEL is Professor of German and Philosophy at theUniversity of Toronto.
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Chronicle of
Separation
On Deconstruction’s
Disillusioned Love
MICHAL BEN-NAFTALI
translated by MIRJAM HADAR
foreword byAVITAL RONELL

240 pages
978-0-8232-6580-0 • Paper • $28.00 (01), £17.99
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Simultaneous electronic edition available
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Aunique feminist approach to the legacy of Jacques Derrida,Chronicle of Separation
is a disparate yet beautifully interwoven series of distinct readings, genres, and
themes, offering a powerful reflection of love in—and as—deconstruction. Looking
especially at relationships betweenwomen, Ben-Naftali provides awide-ranging
investigation of interpersonal relationships: the love of a teacher, the anxiety-ridden
bond between amother and daughter asmanifested in anorexia, passion between
twowomen, love after separation and inmourning, the tension between one’s self
and the internalized other. Traversing each of these investigations,Chronicle of
Separation takes upDerrida’sMemoires for Paul deMan andThe Post Card, Lillian
Hellman’s famed friendshipwith awoman named Julia, and adaptations of the
biblical Book of Ruth. Above all, it is a treatise on the love of theory in the name of
poetry, a passionate book on love and friendship.
MICHAL BEN-NAFTALI is a writer and a translator who lectures at Tel Aviv
University. Her other books includeTheVisitation ofHannahArendt,Childhood, a
Book—aNovella,OnRetreat: Four Essays, and Spirit. Her translations intoHebrew
includeworks by Jacques Derrida, Julia Kristeva, Andre Breton, andMaurice
Blanchot.
MIRJAM HADAR is an editor and translator who lives in Tel Aviv.
AVITAL RONELL is University Professor of theHumanities and a professor of
German, English, andComparative Literature at NewYorkUniversity. Hermost
recent book is Loser Sons: Politics andAuthority.
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Flirtations
Rhetoric and Aesthetics
This Side of Seduction
edited by DANIEL HOFFMAN-
SCHWARTZ, BARBARA NATALIE
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“Flirtationsmakes an everyday practice and pleasure newly available to critical
thought. Usually avoided as frivolous, lacking the disruptive grandeur of
seduction or the power of the truly erotic, flirtation gets left aside as aminor
social form. This volume, by turns deeply erudite and playful, effectively corrects
this neglect.Many readers, no doubt, will share the temptation to show the
authors the new etchings in their collections.”

—MARTIN HARRIES, University of California, Irvine

What is flirtation, and how does it differ from seduction?
In historical terms, the particular question of flirtation has tended to be obscured
by that of seduction, which has understandably been amajor preoccupation for
twentieth-century thought and critical theory. Both the discourse and the critique of
seduction are unified by their shared obsessionwith a very determinate end: power.
In contrast, flirtation is the game inwhich no one seems to gain the upper hand and
no one seems to surrender. The counter-concept of flirtation has thus stood quietly
to the side, never quite achieving the same prominence as that of seduction. It is this
elusive (and largely ignored) territory of playing for play’s sake that is the subject of
this anthology.

The essays in this volume address the under-theorized terrain of flirtation not
as a subgenre of seduction but rather as a phenomenon in its own right. Drawing on
the interdisciplinary history of scholarship on flirtation even as it re-approaches
the question from a distinctly aesthetic and literary-theoretical point of view, the
contributors toFlirtations thus give an account of the practice of flirtation and of
the figure of the flirt, taking up the act’s relationship to issues ofmimesis, poetic
ambiguity, and aesthetic pleasure. The art of this poetic playfulness—often read or
misread as flirtation’s “empty gesture”—becomes suddenly legible as thewielding of
a particular and subtle form of nonteleological power.
CONTRIBUTORS: Sage Anderson, Rüdiger Campe, Paul Fleming, JohnHamilton,
ArneHöcker, Daniel Hoffman-Schwartz, ChristopheKoné, Jacques Lezra, Barbara
Natalie Nagel, Lauren Shizuko Stone, Elisabeth Strowick, Barbara Vinken
DANIEL HOFFMAN-SCHWARTZ is Associate Visiting Researcher in Comparative
Literature at PrincetonUniversity.
BARBARA NATALIE NAGEL is Assistant Professor of German at Princeton
University. She is the author ofThe Scandal of the Literal: Baroque Literalization in
Gryphius, Kleist, Büchner.
LAUREN SHIZUKO STONE is Lecturer in German at theUniversity of Colorado,
Boulder.
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“ThePleasures ofMemory is the book onDickenswe have beenwaiting for. It
is also amajor study of the Victorian public sphere. SarahWinter shows how
Dickensian serial fiction—themost potent of nineteenth-century newmedia—
cultivated a field of democratic thinking separate frompolitical institutions.
Authoritative, lucid, andwide-ranging, this is themost convincing analysis of
literature’s social function I’ve read in recent years.”

— IAN DUNCAN, University of California, Berkeley

“ThePleasures ofMemory brings awelcome flash of insight to the centuries-old
andmuch-rehashed argument regardingDickens’s politics. The present critical
moment has seen the likes ofWilliamFlesch, SharonMarcus, andNicholas
Dames rethink ‘reading’ in ingeniously newways.Winter accomplishes the feat
of throwing an equally original and yet persuasively commonsensical hat into
the ring. She readsDickens’s serial novels fromPickwick throughOurMutual
Friend to showhow overtly they thematized themode of their reception in
associationist terms as collective or culturalmemory. In doing so, she argues
(brilliantly, tomymind), that producing serial novelswas a political project.
Dickens sawpopular literature as themeans of universal public education.”

—NANCY ARMSTRONG, Duke University

“This is as generous an account of Dickens’s liberal ethics as I knowand an
equally generous account of the ethics of engagement in long narrative forms.”

—NICHOLAS DAMES, Novel: A Forum on Fiction

What are the sources of the commonly held presumption that reading literature
shouldmake peoplemore just, humane, and sophisticated? Rendering literary
history responsive to the cultural histories of reading, publishing, and education,The
Pleasures ofMemory illuminates theways inwhichDickens’s serial fiction shaped
not only the popular practice of reading for pleasure and instruction but also the
school subject we now know as “English.”

Winter shows howDickens’s serial fiction instigated specific reading practices
by reworking the conventions of religious didactic tracts fromwhichmost
Victorians learned to read. Incorporating an influential associationist psychology of
learning founded on the cumulative functioning ofmemory, Dickens’s serial novels
consistently led readers to reflect on their reading as a form of shared experience.

Dickens’s celebrity authorship,Winter argues, represented both a successful
marketing program for popular fiction and a cultural politics addressed to a
politically unaffiliated, social-activist Victorian readership. As late-nineteenth-
century educational reforms consolidated British andAmerican readers into “mass”
populations served by state school systems, Dickens’s beloved novels came to
embody the socially inclusive and humanizing goals of democratic education.
SARAH WINTER is Professor of English at theUniversity of Connecticut, Storrs.
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Mutilation and Aesthetic Form,
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“Through its brilliant reading of key figures inArabic literature, and in
beautifully bringing together Arabic andArab Jewish texts from the nineteenth
to the twenty-first century inArabic, Hebrew, andFrench, Iterations of
Loss expands the parameters of the discipline itself and our understanding
of Arabic literature. It is bound to stimulate newdiscussion on questions of
literary language and formaswell as questions of identity, violence, and loss.
Sacks’s book propels Arabic literature in newdirections to situate it in larger
comparative frameworks than the ones inwhich it is currently placed, and it also
opens up further the field of comparative literature.”

—NAJAT RAHMAN, University of Montréal

In a series of exquisite close readings of Arabic andArab Jewishwriting, Jeffrey
Sacks considers the relation of poetic statement to individual and collective loss, the
dispossession of peoples and languages, and singular events of destruction in the
nineteenth, twentieth, and twenty-first centuries. Addressing thework ofMahmoud
Darwish, AhmadFaris al-Shidyaq, Elias Khoury, EdmondAmranElMaleh, Shimon
Ballas, and TahaHusayn, Sacks demonstrates the reiterated incursion of loss into the
time of life—losses that language declines tomourn. Language occurs as the iteration
of loss, confounding its domestication in the form of themonolingual state in the
Arabic nineteenth century’s fallout.

Reading the late lyric poetry of the Palestinian poetMahmoudDarwish in
relation to the destruction of Palestine in 1948, Sacks reconsiders the nineteenth-
century Arabic nahda and its relation to colonialism, philology, and the European
Enlightenment. He argues that this event is one of catastrophic loss, wherein the
past suddenly appears as if it belonged to another time. Reading al-Shidyaq’s al-Saq
‘ala al-saq (1855) and the legacies towhich it points in post-1948writing in Arabic,
Hebrew, and French, Sacks underlines a displacement and relocation of the Arabic
word adab and its practice, offering a novel contribution to Arabic andMiddle East
Studies, critical theory, poetics, aesthetics, and comparative literature.

Drawing onwritings of Jacques Derrida,Walter Benjamin, Avital Ronell, Judith
Butler, Theodor Adorno, and EdwardW. Said, Iterations of Loss shows that language
interrupts its pacification as an event of aesthetic coherency, to suggest that literary
comparison does not privilege a renewed giving of sense but gives place to a new
sense of relation.
JEFFREY SACKS is Associate Professor of Arabic andComparative Literature at
theUniversity of California, Riverside.
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Salvage Work
U.S. and Caribbean Literatures amid
the Debris of Legal Personhood
ANGELA NAIMOU

320 pages
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Simultaneous electronic edition available
American Literatures Initiative
APRIL

“SalvageWork is a thoughtful and timely exploration of the historical, ideological,
and political significance of legal personhood in very contemporary fiction.
SalvageWork is awonderful incorporation of a deep body of legal history . . .
moving away frompurely ‘cultural’ definitions and recognizable political
trajectories and toward a complicated reading of identity.”

—SAMANTHA PINTO, Georgetown University

“SalvageWork is a unique and exciting study that engageswith a variety of
disciplines, includingAmerican studies, Caribbean studies, and postcolonial
studies. This is a beautifullywritten book that offers astute, nuanced close
readings of the literaryworks that expose the critical intersections between law,
empire, personhood, and literature.”

—APRIL SHEMAK, Sam Houston State University

SalvageWork examines contemporary literary responses to the law’s construction
of personhood in the Americas. Tracking the extraordinary afterlives of the legal
slave personality from the nineteenth century into the twenty-first, AngelaNaimou
shows the legal slave to be a fractured but generative figure for contemporary legal
personhood across categories of race, citizenship, gender, and labor.What emerges
is a compelling and original study of how law invents categories of identification
and how literature contendswith the person as a legal fiction. Through readings
of FranciscoGoldman’sTheOrdinary Seaman, Edwidge Danticat’sKrik?Krak!,
Rosario Ferré’s Sweet DiamondDust (Maldito Amor), Gayl Jones’s Song for Anninho
andMosquito, and JohnEdgarWideman’sFanon, Naimou shows how literary
engagementswith legal personhood reconfigure formal narrative conventions in
Black Atlantic historiography, the immigrant novel, the anticolonial romance, the
trope of the talking book, and the bildungsroman.

Revealing links between colonial, civic, slave, labor, immigration, and penal law,
SalvageWork reframes debates over civil and human rights by revealing the shared
hemispheric histories and effects of legal personhood across seemingly disparate
identities—including the human and the corporate person, the political refugee and
the economicmigrant, and the stateless person and the citizen.

In depicting thematerial remains of the legal slave personality in the
de-industrialized neoliberal era, these literary texts develop a salvage aesthetic
that invites us to rethink our political and aesthetic imagination of personhood.
Questioning liberal frameworks for civil and human rights aswell as whatNaimou
calls death-bound theories of personhood—inwhich forms of human life are
primarily described aswasted, disposable, bare, or dead in law—SalvageWork
thus responds to critical discussions of biopolitics and neoliberal globalization by
exploring the potential for contemporary literature to reclaim the individual from
the legal regimes that havemarked her.
ANGELA NAIMOU is Assistant Professor of English at ClemsonUniversity.
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Persistent
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Explorations in Historical Poetics
edited by ILYA KLIGER
and BORIS MASLOV
foreword by ERIC HAYOT
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Simultaneous electronic edition available
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“Persistent Forms introducesmajor early exponents [and also offers] new
applications that illustrate the continuing vitality [ofHistorical Poetics]. The
juxtaposition of the older andnewer essays not only lends interest to the book
but also showsHistorical Poetics atwork, not only in the grander literature
that is the authors’ subjectmatter but also in theworld of academic ideas about
literature. A nice rhyme thatmakes for an especially attractive and interesting
publication.”—EMILY KLENIN, University of California, Los Angeles

“Thiswide-ranging and stimulating volume goes a longway toward introducing
English-language scholars to the perspectives opened byVeselovsky’s literary
scholarship. The essays contained in the collection are of a uniformly high
quality, and they give the reader a keen sense of the legacy and the promise of
Historical Poetics.” —DANIEL HELLER-ROAZEN, Princeton University

Since themid-1980s, attempts to think history and literature together have produced
much excitingwork in the humanities. Indeed, some form of historicism can be
said to informmost of the current scholarship in literary studies, includingwork in
poetics, yetmuch of this scholarship remains undertheorized.

Envisioning a revitalized andmore expansive historicism, this volume builds on
the tradition ofHistorical Poetics, pioneered by Alexander Veselovsky (1838–1906)
and developed in various fruitful directions by the Russian Formalists,Mikhail
Bakhtin, andOlga Freidenberg. The volume includes previously untranslated
texts of some of themajor scholars in this critical tradition, as well as original
contributionswhich place that tradition in dialoguewith other thinkerswho have
approached literature in a globally comparatist and evolutionary-historical spirit.
The contributors seek to challenge and complement a historicism that stresses
proximate sociopolitical contexts through an engagementwith the longue durée
of literary forms and institutions. In particular, Historical Poetics aims to uncover
deep-historical stratifications and asynchronicities, inwhich formal solutionsmay
display elective affinities with other, chronologically distant solutions to analogous
social and political problems.

By recovering the traditional nexus of philology and history,Persistent Forms
seeks to reinvigorate poetics as a theoretical discipline that would respond to such
critical and intellectual developments asMarxism,NewHistoricism, the study of
world literature, practices of distant reading, and a renewed attention to ritual, oral
poetics, and genre.
CONTRIBUTORS: Mikhail Bakhtin, Robert Bird, Nina V. Braginskaya, Christopher
A. Faraone, Olga Freidenberg, KateHolland,Mikhail Gasparov, Ilya Kliger,Michael
Kunichika, Leslie Kurke, Richard P.Martin, BorisMaslov, Victoria Somoff ,
Alexander Veselovsky, Ilya Vinitsky
ILYA KLIGER is Associate Professor of Russian and Slavic Studies at NewYork
University. BORIS MASLOV is Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature at the
University of Chicago.
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“Ten years ago Iwrote ofMr. Chiusano that he is ‘almost frighteningly good,’ and
here, in his first full-length book, the fear factor has only flowered.His is aworld
of familiar shapes rendered strange by unspeakable events offstage, a country
where the intimate processes of nature and gender turn raw in late afternoon
sun.Had hewritten only the luscious, EdwardGorey–esque ‘Abecedary,’ his
namewould live forever in poetic history. And yet there ismuchmore toOn
Generation&Corruption than its set-pieces; there’s that brooding voice
throughout, that narrateswhat it cannot know, and knowswhatwe cannot say
aloud. A compelling volume, richwith chills and fever.”

—KEVIN KILLIAN

“‘Explorative,’ ‘meta-narrative,’ all such designations are too tame for describing
the brainy and boldmanner inwhichTerrenceChiusano’sOnGeneration&
Corruption presides over the disruption of ‘‘the clinical completeness of the
daily briefing, the dull dit-dot-dash of a poetry-making telegraph…’’ Discursive,
formally inventive, endlessly sharp-witted, and gorgeouslywritten, [this] is one
of the freshest andmost unorthodox books (let alone first books) I have read in a
very long time.”

—LYNN EMANUEL, University of Pittsburgh

“Philosophy always ends in a ‘halo of fact.’ That iswhy its findings are neither
eternal nor sufficient, and its ceaseless agenda is the leitmotif of Terrence
Chiusano’sOnGeneration&Corruption. Taking off fromAristotle, but also
Robert Creeley andVladimirNabokov, Chiusano proceeds to define a precinct
especially for hismaterials. Lyric distillation is Chiusano’s ‘gloomy grip,’ and
he has it like no other. He uses these incrediblywide tercets, then paragraphs,
then strenuously calculated sectioning/grafting techniques to structure an
esotericmonument. But it’s not esoteric as it happens—again, like philosophy,
you read as though,merely because you exist andmay yet belong to something
called ‘civilization,’ you need to figure it out, too. And suddenly:mystery solved.
Brilliant.”

—PATRICK DURGIN

TERRENCE CHIUSANO received his B.A. in PoetryWriting from theUniversity of
Pittsburgh and hisM.A. in Literature from theUniversity at Buffalo. His poems have
appeared inColorado Review,Cordite Poetry Review,YellowField,Kenning, Ixnay,
Queen Street Quarterly,Basinski: A Zine of the Arts, Ignation, and elsewhere. He lives
in Pittsburgh.
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“WhenWardrop touches her ownpsychological nerve she touches the reader’s
nerve. Now see the finely developed craft: the cadence of storm-clenched days, the
diction of tumult and solitude, and a lyricism that holds all. . . . DaneenWardrop
places the reader square in the center of her panoramic panels and bids us
experience the scenes 360°.What a gloriousway to enter these histories.”

—KIMIKO HAHN, from the Foreword

“This long poem, pitched in somanyAmerican voices, is a powerful summoning-
back of ourCivilWar: It is drawn froma vast range of suffering, fromJohn
Brown, General Grant, a nurse, a ‘publicwoman,’ to a childwho says, ‘Here’s
parcel paper!Wewrap ourselves, post to Papa.’Cyclorama keeps our deadwith us,
alongside the living soulswe carry in our unfinished civil war. DaneenWardrop
is a rare poet of conscience.”

—JEAN VALENTINE

In a stunning cycle of persona poems, DaneenWardrop offers us a panoramic view
of the inner lives of those forgotten among the violence and strife of the American
CivilWar: the nurse and thewoman soldier, the child and the draftee, the prostitute,
the black slave, and theNative American soldier. Each one speaks out to be seen and
heard, bearingwitness to themundanity of suffering experienced by thosewhose
presencewas ubiquitous yet erased in the official histories of theWar Between the
States.Cyclorama takes its name from the theater-sized, in-the-round oil paintings
popular in the late nineteenth century, andwith each poem,Wardrop adds a panel
to her expansive, engrossing portrait of the bloodshed and tears, the tedium and fear
experienced by the CivilWar living and the dying.With pathos and lyric force, she
brings sharply into focus perspectives on an unfathomable experiencewe thoughtwe
already knew and understood.
DANEEN WARDROP is Professor of English atWesternMichiganUniversity. She
is the author of one book of poetry,TheOdds of Being, and three books of criticism:
Emily Dickinson and the Labor of Clothing;Word, Birth, andCulture in the Poetry of
Poe,Whitman, andDickinson; andEmily Dickinson’s Gothic.
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“Science, Reason,Modernity offers an introduction to an anthropological
engagementwith the epistemologies, the ethical possibilities and limitations,
and the practical impact of the sciences—one that has no real precedent and
stands as an important and generative alternative to the analytical frameworks
that prevail in contemporary science and technology studies.”

—JAMES FAUBION, Rice University

Science, Reason,Modernity: Readings for anAnthropology of the Contemporary
provides an introduction to a legacy of philosophical and social scientific thinking
about sciences and their integral role in shapingmodernities, a legacy that has
contributed to a specifically anthropological form of inquiry. Anthropology, in this
case, refers not only to the institutional boundaries of an academic discipline but also
to amode of conceptualizing and addressing a problem: how to analyze and diagnose
themodern sciences in their troubled relationshipswith lived realities. Such an
approach addresses the sciences as forms of life and illuminates how the diverse
modes of reason, action, and passion that characterize the scientific life continue to
shape our existences as latemoderns.

The essays provided in this book—many of them classics across disciplines—have
been arranged genealogically. They offer a particular route through away of thinking
that has come to be crucial in elucidating the contemporary question of science as a
formal way of understanding life. The book specifies the historical dynamics byway
of which problems of science andmodernity becomematters of serious reflection, as
well as themultiple attempts to provide solutions to those problems.

The book’s aim is pedagogical. Its hope is that the constellation of texts it
brings togetherwill help students and scholars working on sciences become better
equipped to think about scientific practices as anthropological problems.

Includes essays by: Hans Blumenberg, Georges Canguilhem, JohnDewey,Michel
Foucault, Immanuel Kant, Paul Rabinow,MaxWeber.
ANTHONY STAVRIANAKIS is an IFRIS Postdoctoral Fellow, CERMES 3, Research
Centre of Health,Medicine, Science and Society, Paris.
GAYMON BENNETT is Assistant Professor of Religion, Science, and Technology in
Religious Studies, Arizona State University. His bookTechnicians of HumanDignity:
An Inquiry into the Global Politics of IntrinsicWorth is forthcoming fromFordham.
LYLE FEARNLEY is Postdoctoral Fellow, Humanities, Science and Society Cluster
at Nanyang Technological University, Singapore.
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Exploring the broad implications of evolutionary theorist LynnMargulis’s work, this
collection brings together specialists across a range of disciplines, from paleontology,
molecular biology, evolutionary theory, and geobiology to developmental systems
theory, archaeology, history of science, cultural science studies, and literature and
science. Addressing themultiple themes that animatedMargulis’s science, the
essayswithin take up, variously, astrobiology and the origin of life, ecology and
symbiosis from themicrobial to the planetary scale, the coupled interactions of
earthly environments and evolving life in Gaia theory and earth system science, and
the connections of these newer scientific ideas to cultural and creative productions.

Dorion Sagan acquaints the readerwith salient issues in LynnMargulis’s
scientificwork, the controversies they raised, and the vocabulary necessary to follow
the arguments. Sankar Chatterjee synthesizes several strands of current theory
for the origin of life on earth. James Strick tells the intertwined origin stories of
James Lovelock’s Gaia hypothesis andMargulis’s serial endosymbiosis theory. Jan
Sapp explores the distinct phylogenetic visions ofMargulis andCarlWoese. Susan
Squier examines the epigenetics of embryologist and developmental biologist C. H.
Waddington. Bruce Clarke studies the convergence of ecosystem ecology, systems
theory, and science fiction between the 1960s and the 1980s. James Shapiro
discusses the genome evolution that results not from random changes but rather
from active cell processes. SusanOyama shows how the concept of development
balances an over-emphasis on genetic coding and other deterministic schemas.
ChristopherWitmore studies theways inwhich a concentrated animal feeding
operation, or CAFO,mixes up natural resources, animal lives, and human appetites.
And PeterWestbroek brings the insights of earth system science toward a new
worldview essential for a proper response to global change.
CONTRIBUTORS: Bruce Clarke, Sankar Chatterjee, SusanOyama, Dorion Sagan,
Jan Sapp, James A. Shapiro, SusanMerrill Squier, James Strick, PeterWestbroek,
ChristopherWitmore
BRUCE CLARKE is PaulWhitfieldHorn Professor of Literature and Science in
theDepartment of English at Texas TechUniversity. He is the author ofNarrative
andNeocybernetics; PosthumanMetamorphosis: Narrative and Systems (Fordham);
Allegories ofWriting: The Subject ofMetamorphosis; andEnergy Forms: Allegory and
Science in the Era of Classical Thermodynamics. He is also, with LindaDalrymple
Henderson, editor ofFromEnergy to Information: Representation in Science and
Technology, Art, and Literature, and, withMark B. N. Hansen,Emergence and
Embodiment: NewEssays on Second-Order SystemsTheory.
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Plasticity and
Pathology
On the Formation of the Neural Subject
edited by DAVID BATES and
NIMA BASSIRI

256 pages • 8 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-6614-2 • Paper • $28.00 (01), £17.99
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Simultaneous electronic edition available
Berkeley Forum in the Humanities
MAY

With the rise of cognitive science and the revolution in neuroscience, it is now
commonplace to assume that the study of a human person—a thinking, feeling,
acting subject—is ultimately the study of the human brain. In both Europe and the
United States, massive state-funded research is focused onmapping the brain in
all its remarkable complexity. Themetaphors employed are largely technological:
Awiring diagram of synaptic connectivity will lead to a better understanding of
human behavior and perhaps insights into the breakdown of human personhoodwith
diseases of the brain such as Alzheimer’s. Alongside this technologized discourse
of the brain as locus of human subjectivity we find another perspective, one that
emphasizes its essential plasticity—in both the developmental sense and as a
response to traumas such as strokes, tumors, or gunshot wounds.

This collection of essays brings together a diverse range of scholars to
investigate how the “neural subject” of the twenty-first century came to be. Taking
approaches both historical and theoretical, they probe the possibilities and limits
of neuroscientific understandings of human experience. Topics include landmark
studies in the history of neuroscience, the relationship between neural and
technological “pathologies,” and analyses of contemporary concepts of plasticity and
pathology in cognitive neuroscience. Central to the volume is a critical examination
of the relationship between pathology and plasticity. Because pathology is often the
occasion for neural reorganization and adaptation, it exists not in opposition to the
brain’s “normal” operation but instead as something intimately connected to our
ways of being and understanding.
CONTRIBUTORS: JoeDumit, Stefanos Geroulanos, Katja Guenther, Catherine
Malabou, Tobias Rees, Laura Salisbury
DAVID BATES is Professor andChair in the Department of Rhetoric at the
University of California, Berkeley. He is the author of States ofWar: Enlightenment
Origins of the Political.
NIMA BASSIRI is Collegiate Assistant Professor in theHumanities andHarper-
Schmidt Fellow in the Society of Fellows at theUniversity of Chicago. His research
on the history of neuroscience has been published in journals such asCritical
Inquiry and Journal of theHistory of Ideas.
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Confidentiality
and Its
Discontents
Dilemmas of Privacy in Psychotherapy
PAUL W. MOSHER and
JEFFREY BERMAN

336 pages • 2 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-6510-7 • Paper • $32.00 (01), £20.99
978-0-8232-6509-1 • Cloth • $125.00 (06), £81.00
Simultaneous electronic edition available
Psychoanalytic Interventions
JULY

Freud promised his patients absolute confidentiality, regardless of what they
revealed, but privacy in psychotherapy began to erode a half-century ago.
Psychotherapists now seem to serve as “double agents” with a dual and often
conflicting allegiance to patient and society. Some therapists even go so far as to
issueMiranda-typewarnings, advising patients that what they say in therapymay be
used against them.

Confidentiality and Its Discontents explores the human stories arising from this
loss of confidentiality in psychotherapy. Addressing different types of psychotherapy
breaches,Mosher and Berman beginwith the the story of novelist Philip Roth, who
was horrifiedwhen he learned that his psychoanalyst hadwritten a thinly veiled
case study about him. Other breaches of privacy occurwhen the so-called duty
to protect compels a therapist to break confidentiality by contacting the police.
Every psychotherapist has heard about “Tarasoff,” but few know the details of this
story of fatal attraction. Nor aremost readers familiar with the Jaffee case, which
established psychotherapist-patient privilege in the federal courts. Similiarly, the
story of Robert Bierenbaum, aNewYork surgeonwhowas brought to justice fifteen
years after he brutallymurdered his wife, reveals how privileged communication
became established in a state court.Meanwhile, the story of NewYork Chief Judge
SolWachtler, convicted of harassing a former lover and her daughter, shows how the
fear of the loss of confidentialitymay prevent a person from seeking treatment, with
potentially disastrous results.

While affirming the importance of the psychotherapist-patient privilege,
Confidentiality and Its Discontents focuses on both the inner and outer stories of the
characters involved in noteworthy psychotherapy breaches and theways inwhich
psychiatry and the law can complement but sometimes clashwith each other.
PAUL W. MOSHER is a psychoanalyst in private practice in Albany, NewYork,
and is a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at AlbanyMedical School. He has served
as the Chair of the Committee onConfidentiality of the American Psychoanalytic
Association.
JEFFREY BERMAN is Distinguished Teaching Professor of English at the
University at Albany. He is the author of several books, including, most recently,
Death Education in theWriting Classroom andDying in Character:Memoirs on the
End of Life. He is an honorarymember of the American Psychoanalytic Association.
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